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Introduction

“The university does not consist alone of today’s students, but of alumni, living and dead, who should be a source of direct and constant help in our lives...” – Seth Low to Columbia freshmen in 506 Fayerweather Hall, 1900

In 1871, two brothers arrived at the Brooklyn polls to cast their first votes in a city notorious for its political fraud. Committed to honest elections, one brother struck up a conversation with a policeman to get the inside scoop on Brooklyn’s newest Inspector of Elections. “If that fellow were dead,” the police officer quipped, “I wouldn’t trust him with a five-cent piece on his eyelids.” The curious brother dashed off to file a complaint. Undeterred when his attempted intervention met rejection, he stationed himself at the polls, and “challenged every man who was not entitled to vote.”

Within the decade, the inquisitive Seth Low became Inspector of Elections himself. He would build the Brooklyn Bridge and New York’s first research university. He served as mayor of Brooklyn for two terms (1881-1885), president of Columbia University from 1890 to 1901, and mayor of Greater New York City from 1902 to 1903. Born in 1850 to a family that “sunk their roots deep into the tenacious and stony New England soil,” made their fortune in the China trade and Brooklyn real estate, and summered in Newport, Seth Low reshaped models of governance in New York. He represented a new generation of the city’s business elite who believed that they had an obligation to provide leadership grounded in the social science of

---

9 “Address to the Freshmen: President Low Speaks to the Class of ’04, College–Advocates the Cultivation of Habits of Industry and Exercise–Says the College Man is Free from Care,” Columbia Daily Spectator, October 19, 1900.
10 All citations in this paragraph derive from Seth Low’s own statements during an interview eight years before his death. James B. Morrow, “Seth Low Discusses Relations Between Employer and Employee,” The Washington Post, February 9, 1908, SM3.
11 This thesis uses the capitalized “Greater New York City” when specifying the consolidated unit solidified by the Greater New York City Charter of 1897.
administration. Low constructed channels of cross-fertilization between cities and universities, between the study and practice of public service.

By charting Seth Low’s career from 1860 to 1903, this thesis shows how he introduced a new model of leadership by grounding governance in the expert knowledge of social science. Low created a new ideological foundation for elite New Yorkers’ political authority, one that envisioned training and organizing constituents with a businessman’s efficiency. Through his own commitment to this science of administration, Low fostered a collaboration between the research university and municipal reform that aligned class power with expertise in the name of democracy and social welfare.

This thesis studies a career in the absence of personal papers. Columbia librarians corresponded with Low’s widow to assemble a paper collection soon after his 1916 death. However, materials that may have revealed his personality were destroyed, and most of his public writings favored abstraction over the details of his administrative practices. Fragments from his professional career span the Columbia Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New York Municipal Archives, and New York Public Library. Brooklyn repositories primarily contain images of Low. The frequent absence of his side of correspondence required research in the records of Low’s allies and antagonists in Brooklyn, at Columbia, and in Greater New York City.

Current biographies of Low trend toward the hagiographic rather than the historically critical. Low’s nephew, Benjamin Low, penned the first biography in 1925. With a poetic cadence, he reminisced on his uncle “sitting comfortably deep in his arm-chair” in Bedford Hills. He celebrates Low especially for possessing a mind that would have propelled him to

---

13 When asked during our interview about the fragmentary nature of Low’s papers, a descendant also named Seth Low shared that the majority of Mayor Low’s existing materials were in fact “absorbed by Columbia or New York.” Seth Low, Telephone Interview by Emily Gruber, November 9, 2018.
14 Low, Seth Low, 19.
achievement in any field, perhaps as “a great surgeon…or a judge, or a bishop.” In 1971, George Kurland recognized Low as a reformer, but gave little attention to his vision of the relations of the research university, social sciences, and political leadership.

Existing scholarship recognizes the significance of the rise of political science as an academic discipline within the American research university between the late 1870s and early 1900s, but has largely not situated that development in relation to the evolving responsibilities and techniques of municipal governance. While historians such as Michael Rosenthal and John Cole touch on the connections between research universities’ political science programs and government, they typically focus on the federal level, on Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson and Columbia’s Dwight Eisenhower. Although John Recchiuti acknowledges that Columbia “trained a pool of educated leaders,” he credits only the professoriate rather than the administration. While biographers have shown how Johns Hopkins’s President Daniel Coit Gilman and the University of Chicago’s President William Rainey Harper engaged in municipal affairs during their administrations, their agenda, unlike Low’s, remained primarily limited in scope to education-related issues.

There were, of course, vast differences between governing municipalities and governing universities. As both a mayor and a university administrator, Low confronted the challenges of understanding and answering constituents’ needs, but management of a university remains self-contained relative to that of a city, in which a mayor negotiates with both the electorate and state authorities. Nonetheless, Low reorganized governance in both institutions by introducing new

---

15 Ibid., 21.
16 Thai Jones examines this relation for the mayoralty of John Purroy Mitchel (1914-1917) in More Powerful Than Dynamite: Radicals Plutocrats, Progressives, and New York’s Year of Anarchy (2012).
bureaucratic structures to support both his programs of reform and efficient budgeting to pay for them. While Low inherited a reform agenda for building a research university from his Columbia predecessor, his mayoral tickets “systematically” pledged change.\textsuperscript{19} Fundraising to build a new university campus may not have matched the complexity of overseeing municipal budgets that used taxpayers’ dollars to build a new public school system, but Low approached these projects with the same vision of leadership and accountability.

The political landscape of the 1870s that Low encountered as a recent college graduate poised to partake in politics provided the foundations for his approach to the science of administration. In the turbulent era of Reconstruction, wage earners organized to “strike off the shackles of slavery” and establish an eight-hour workday.\textsuperscript{20} Such demands ignited a pivotal strike in 1872; approximately two-thirds of the city’s manufacturing workforce opposed “a newly unified manufacturing elite supported by most of the city’s bourgeoisie.”\textsuperscript{21} The economic Panic of 1873 spurred a run on the banks, shut down the Stock Exchange, and triggered a municipal fiscal crisis.\textsuperscript{22} Scholars of New York City including Edwin Burrows and Michael Wallace argue that this economic depression “overrode middle-class Republican inclinations to respect the ‘rights of labor.’”\textsuperscript{23} Concurrent to these crises, Tammany Hall had reclaimed the Manhattan mayor’s office, and in Brooklyn (the nation’s third largest city), Democrats established their own machine.\textsuperscript{24} In both Manhattan and Brooklyn, charities curbed outdoor relief

\textsuperscript{19} “Closing In: The Local Forces in the Political Field,” \textit{The Brooklyn Daily Eagle}, November 4, 1881, 4.
\textsuperscript{23} Burrows and Wallace, \textit{Gotham}, 1026.
\textsuperscript{24} Ibid., 1027.
programs and advocated using the principles of social science to distinguish between the worthy and unworthy poor.\textsuperscript{25}

Could democracy survive nineteenth century New York? Americans were unconvinced, as popular politics threatened financial stability and immigration fueled the cities’ growth.\textsuperscript{26} Before the Civil War, business leaders had kept their distance from city politics. Young reformers interpreted the turmoil of the 1870s as their cue to storm the municipal stage and implement order, disinterested leadership, and public service as a vocation.\textsuperscript{27}

Against a backdrop of chaos and corruption, Low navigated the distinctions between city and university administrations by moving toward the model of what historians have called “corporate liberalism” before it became the dominant business ideology of the Progressive Era at the turn of the twentieth century. Low came of age, both as a student and in an early administrative capacity, surrounded by moneyed men who luxuriated in the security of family businesses. By consistently promoting dialogue between capital and labor and advocating the value of the social science expertise to municipal reform, Low revised his own understanding of the science of administration. He set precedents for historian James Weinstein’s definition of “the new liberalism of the Progressive Era,” one that “put its emphasis on cooperation and social responsibility, as opposed to the unrestrained ‘ruthless’ competition, so long associated with the businessmen in the age of the Robber Baron.”\textsuperscript{28} Serving a brief term as head of the National Civic Federation, Low enacted “rationalized labor-management relations” that political

\textsuperscript{25} “County Affairs: The Question of Out-Door Relief,” \textit{The Brooklyn Daily Eagle}, October 3, 1874.
\textsuperscript{26} Kurland, \textit{Seth Low}, 27.
sociologist Fred Block identifies as a key feature of twentieth century corporate liberalism.²⁹ Seth Low thereby answered his own question: “knowledge, for what?”³⁰ For Seth Low, New Yorkers must marshal knowledge for public service.

With this approach to his administrations, the boy who rooted out dishonesty at the Brooklyn polls in 1871 moved board rooms and ballots—and moved New York governance into the twentieth century.

³⁰ Harkavy and Benson, “De-Platonizing and Democratizing Education,” 14.
Chapter I: “The First Scholar in the College:” Seth Low as a student (1850-1880)

“What should a University be?”

This question confronted readers of Columbia’s Cap and Gown newspaper in 1869. The op-ed advocated that Columbia serve as the institution “where our statesmen should be taught the first principles of their science.” This reference to the education of future “statesmen” applies to Low, a Columbia junior at the time of the article’s publication. However, the academic discipline of political science did not arrive at Columbia until ten years after Low’s graduation. Therefore, this article raises questions of Columbia’s strategies in the 1860s for preparing its students to govern. A study of Seth Low’s contributions to models of governance must, then, begin with an examination of his education.

Lincoln Steffens’s analysis of Low supports the decision to commence this thesis with Low’s studies. Steffens emphasized Low’s tendency to address administrative challenges with the same patience and time commitment that propelled him to graduate as Columbia’s Class of 1870 valedictorian. He characterized Low’s governance of Greater New York City with the statement:

He began his mayoralty with a study of the affairs of New York; he has said

---

31 A quote offered by Columbia President Frederick A. P. Barnard about Seth Low, a member of Columbia College’s Class of 1870. Low, Seth Low, 41.
34 “A Plea for Voluntary Studies,” Cap and Gown, February 20, 1869.
35 A note on terminology: this thesis often uses a capital “C” to abbreviate “Columbia College” to “the College” and to distinguish it from the School of the Mines and the School of Political Science. This decision also follows the style used by Robert McCaughey in Stand Columbia: A History of Columbia University in the City of New York 1754-2004. As a brief background on this institution’s names, in May 1784, the New York Legislature passed an act to exchange its original name, “King’s College” for “Columbia College in the State of New York;” this revision came at a call to “stress its new world, non-British character.” It was renamed “Columbia College in the City of New York” between 1787 and 1896 until the trustees, under Low’s presidency, pronounced the institution “Columbia University in the City of New York” in May 1896. Robert McCaughey, Stand Columbia: A History of Columbia University in the City of New York 1754-2004 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), 152, 177.
himself that he devoted eight months to its finances; and he mastered this department and
is admitted to be the master in detail of every department which has engaged his
attention.36

These similarities between Low’s methodical approach to his studies and to his administrations
draw further attention to the absence of instruction on governance in his formal education.

This chapter situates Low’s schooling in lessons gained from the public service-driven Low
family, the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, Columbia College (1866-1870), and his entry-level
positions.

A “Sober, Righteous, and Godly” Early Education37

Since fragile health postponed Low’s formal schooling, it was his family that proved his
first educators.38 Born on January 18, 1850 in Brooklyn, Low came of age in a family that, for
six generations, epitomized “the traditional manner of English yeoman” in Massachusetts.39 His
grandfather and namesake, Seth Low, moved his family of twelve children and wife Mary Porter
to Brooklyn in 1829.40 In addition to finding success in the drug trade, this elder Low entered
New York politics as an alderman and an incorporator of Brooklyn.”41 His son, Abiel Abbot
Low (1811-1893), followed his father’s example, exchanging public school for a clerk position
at Joseph Howard & Co.42 Drawing upon his travels to China with his father and his work as a
clerk in the South American trade, he entered the China trade in 1840, establishing A. A. Low &
Brothers.43

200.
37 Benjamin R. C. Low, Seth Low (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1925), 40.
38 James Martin Keating, “Seth Low and the Development of Columbia University, 1889-1901” (Ed.D. diss.,
39 Low, Seth Low, 26-27.
40 Ibid., 20-30.
41 Ibid.
42 “Was a Merchant Prince: Abiel Abbot Low Was Born in Salem, Mass. Contributed of His Abundance to the Place
43 Laura Carter Holloway, Famous American Fortunes and the Men who Have Made Them (Philadelphia: Bradley &
Company 1884), 416.
This firm exported clocks, ginseng, and cotton prints; it imported tea, ginger, rice, nankeens, silk, matting, bamboo, and lacquered ware from Chinese and Japanese ports. The company thrived despite the seizing of many ships by Confederate cruisers. A. A. Low did not serve in the Civil War but worked on the Union Defense Committee alongside Columbia alumnus Hamilton Fish. Although his attempts to break into the railroad industry did not prove lucrative, Low grew in prominence through his Chamber of Commerce presidency (1863-1867). He allocated $5,000 to launch the “Low Educational Fund,” financing college educations for underprivileged students from his native Salem, Massachusetts.

Therefore, A. A. Low provided a model for his son of a Brooklyn administrator who represented the sense of obligation characteristic of the merchant business community in the first half of the 1800s. Although engaged in politics, A. A. Low did not enter the electoral arena, avoiding visibility and risk. His son, however, would push the boundaries of his father’s understanding of a “merchant prince’s” responsibilities, redefining the relation of business elites, to the public realm.

Consequently, before entering school at age seven, Seth Low spent his days with these relatives, these leaders of Brooklyn. His mother, Ellen Dow, did not survive his birth, leaving behind three other children: Harriette (1842-1884), Abbot Augustus (1844-1912), and Ellen (1846-1884). A. A. Low then married Ann Davison, the widow of his brother, William. Ann

44 Ibid.
47 Ibid., 22.
48 Holloway, Famous American Fortunes, 419.
51 Low, Seth Low, 38.
52 Ibid.
and Ellen both received the reputation that “under their artless femininity were formidable powers.” In the wake of William’s passing, A. A. Low had managed Ann’s business matters and served as father to her young son, Will. Ann returned this kindness by assuming wholeheartedly the role of mother to Seth and his siblings. Despite his caretaker’s suggestion that “such a delicate child was not worth raising,” the few anecdotes preserved from Low’s childhood suggest early glimmers of an impressive mind; he gave his father a dog figurine with the hope that the gift “might enable his father to ‘get used to dogs.’”

Low was the only child of A. A. Low to attend college. Historians note that his brother, Abbot Augustus “Gus” Low “received his education in the family’s shipping and importing business.” However, he too had ambitions beyond the family business, heading Brooklyn Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor and serving on the board of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences. His inventions are said to have included the paper shredder and, upon his death, he trailed only Thomas Edison’s record in registered patents.

Equipped with such exposure to a service-oriented household, Low turned the ambition perceived at home into resolve to graduate at the top of his Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute class in 1866. Low updated his relatives about the marks that he received on assignments. In a letter to his aunt, Harriette Low, he stipulated that his score of 89 11/12 percent in French class “just puts me on the best merit roll and I think it will lead the school.”

“Let the class of Seventy be a bright, a guiding star to thee”

54 Ibid.
57 “Abbot Augustus Low Dies: Brother of ex-Mayor Seth Low and Director in Many Corporations,” *New York Times*, September 26, 1912.
As sixteen-year-old Low considered higher education, college enrollment suffered. In 1866, Columbia President Frederick A. P. Barnard noted that “whereas one in forty-one used to pursue a college course, now not more than one in sixty does so.” The 150 undergraduates enrolled at Columbia in 1865 fell to 116 by 1872. At the same time, the School of the Mines, which opened in 1864 with twenty-nine students, three professors, five lecturers, and one assistant, increased rapidly. With an annual tuition of $160, the School of the Mines outpaced the College, securing approximately one-hundred students in 1867 and doubling the College’s class size beginning in the mid-1870s.

The *Detroit Free Press* diagnosed the eastern colleges’ common recruitment challenges by suggesting that these colleges ought to “have been better adapted to the practical needs of the community.” It emphasized that the University of Michigan did train its students in pragmatic concerns and both recruited and retained substantial class sizes. Meanwhile, New Yorkers and the nation viewed Columbia as a “country club for the sons of the wealthy.”

The Columbia admissions process that added Low to the Class of 1870 contextualizes the increasing skepticism from New Yorkers and clarifies Low’s early exposure to higher education’s goals. Although examinations tested English skills and algebra, Classics dominated the program. Texts including Vergil’s *Aeneid* and Cicero’s orations assessed applicants’ Latin

---

62 Ibid.
64 McCaughey, *Stand Columbia*, 154.
66 Ibid.
67 Kurland, *Seth Low*, 58.
68 *One Hundred and Tenth Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Columbia College for 1863-1864* (New York: The Trustees, 1867), 19.
and Greek syntax. These evaluations also demonstrated the value that Columbia placed on classical conceptions of civic governance.

With these examinations passed and the $100 tuition fee paid, Low traded his family’s Brooklyn home at 3 Pierrepont Place for Columbia’s campus in 1866. Columbia had moved from Park Place to its site between 49th and 50th Streets on “noisy” Madison Avenue in 1853. Designed by Benjamin Winthrop, this campus enabled Low to remain intimately acquainted with the family firm, since the lack of student dormitories required that he commute daily.

Dressed in the required academic cap and gown, Low participated in a curriculum that reflected the college’s emphasis on antiquity. These studies’ popularity materialized as Columbia eliminated the $200 undergraduate Prize for Public and Constitutional Law after Low’s sophomore year due to “the small number of students who attend the lectures.” Instead, the freshman reading list included Homer’s Iliad, Horace’s Odes, and geometry. The ancient history class featured units on “The City” and the “Division of the Roman People.” One may extrapolate that such discussions of democracy and urban social systems shaped Low and his classmates’ understandings of governance.

---

69 Ibid.
70 Ibid.
73 This practice was terminated in 1870 due to charges that it “encouraged cheating at examinations.” Roger Howson, His Excellency a Trustee and some other Columbia Pieces (New York: Columbia University Bookstore, 1945), 201.
74 Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” June 1, 1868. Columbia University Archives, UA #0019. Columbia Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New York, NY. (Hereafter: “RBML.”)
75 One Hundred and Tenth Annual Catalogue, 27.
76 Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-” June 3, 1867. RBML.
By commencing his studies each morning at six o’clock to drill ancient Greek for an hour before breakfast, Low rose to Class of 1870 valedictorian.\textsuperscript{77} In 1869, he received the $150 Second Prize in Greek proficiency.\textsuperscript{78} His studies coincided with a surge of interest in Columbia’s library.\textsuperscript{79} The librarian reported, “it is not uncommon for [the students] to remain there during the whole time that the Library is open.”\textsuperscript{80} This trend seems significant given Low’s work to revamp the library during his presidency.

This academic success came at a cost; Low “held few intimate friends.”\textsuperscript{81} Student life beyond academics reaffirmed the apathy for higher education. Lists of fraternities packed the pages of Low’s yearbook. Low, however, opted to join the editorial staff of the \textit{Cap and Gown} newspaper and to serve as Treasurer of the Burial Committee.\textsuperscript{82}

His classmates’ detachment from Columbia’s priorities manifested prominently in their reactions to compulsory chapel attendance, a curriculum item that Low himself would later reform.\textsuperscript{83} In 1869, Low’s junior year, the trustees assembled a “special committee to enforce attendance” at chapel, suggesting students had minimal concern or respect for their college’s religious mission.\textsuperscript{84} Attempting to manipulate this commitment to faith to their advantage,

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{77} Kurland, Seth Low, 20. \\
\textsuperscript{79} The library acquired 325 volumes in one year alone (1869-1870). Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees 1755-,” June 3, 1867. RBML. \\
\textsuperscript{80} Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees 1755-,” February 7, 1870, 492. RBML. \\
\textsuperscript{81} Low, Seth Low, 85. \\
\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Columbiad}, April 1869, 85. RBML. \\
\textsuperscript{83} In 1754, the \textit{New York Gazette} published an advertisement written by Anglican minister Samuel Johnson, announcing the opening of “a college on Manhattan Island...the chief thing that is aimed at in this college is to teach and engage the children to know God in Jesus Christ.” This statement referred to the newborn King’s College, demonstrating the shift in attitudes about religious practice in higher education by the late nineteenth century. John Louis Recchiuti, \textit{Civic Engagement: Social Science and Progressive-Era Reform in New York City} (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 21. \\
\textsuperscript{84} Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” February 1, 1869. RBML. Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” March 1, 1869. RBML.
\end{flushright}
students submitted requests to the trustees for class cancellations on additional religious holidays.”

The engine behind this culture and curriculum was an administrator remembered as “the best at whatever he attempted to do.” Frederick A.P. Barnard served Columbia as its tenth president for twenty-five years (1864-1889). Despite deafness, he graduated as the youngest member of Yale’s Class of 1828. Barnard’s disdain for the collection of “distressing moral wrecks” whom he called his classmates prompted him to enter the field of higher education. He initiated a reform agenda that began to confront questions of higher education’s purpose and an administrator’s responsibilities, helping him grapple with this detached student body.

Barnard’s presidency showed Low by example that an “outsider” to higher education could govern Columbia without formal training for the position. He exemplified an administrator’s ability to balance his own interests with experimentation in emerging disciplines. Himself a physicist and chemist, Barnard delivered an inaugural address titled, “The Relation of the Physical Sciences to Revealed Religion,” calling for the two to be “harmonized” at Columbia. In addition to the required daily chapel attendance, Barnard built an agenda that reflected his personal curiosity, frequently benefitting the School of the Mines. For example, the trustees accepted his request to purchase American geological surveys. By invitation, he traveled widely: to England and Germany, the Tyrol and Belgium. He attended the

85 Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” April 1, 1867.
86 McCaughey, Stand Columbia, 146.
87 Ibid., 147.
88 Kurland, Seth Low, 51.
90 Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” October 6, 1866. RBML.
International Exposition in Vienna in 1873 and accepted the position of Officer of the Legion of Honor offered by the French government in 1876.92

Veering from his specializations, Barnard helped to introduce the discipline of political science to higher education.93 This development initiated a tradition in which the Columbia administration forged close relationships with the faculty, as demonstrated by Barnard and John Burgess, Columbia’s first professor of political science. This partnership concluded only with Barnard’s passing, which Burgess called “the saddest [news] which could come to me.”94 This collaboration reflected the growing interest in social science fields in the northeastern United States. Established in Massachusetts in 1865, the American Social Science Association arose to “get social science a foothold in as many sections of the country as possible.”95 Given its constitution’s pledge to help solve “the great social problems of the day,” it is notable that Columbia did not extract inspiration from these models for over a decade.96

“Mr. Low has learned the business of New York”97

Low’s education did not conclude upon receiving his undergraduate degree. As a young man in Brooklyn, Low met a populace that demanded pragmatism from administrators who “directly controlled the lives of thousands of citizens.”98 His work between graduation and his 1881 election as both Brooklyn’s mayor and a Columbia trustee taught him that “politics is

---

92 Ibid.
93 See Chapter II for a discussion of this process.
97 This quotation demonstrates Lincoln Steffens’s reliance on the language of education to describe Low’s preparation for his three chief administrative positions. Steffens, The Shame of the Cities, 200.

99 Ibid., 199.

100 Ibid., 199.


106 Ibid., 21

Eager to affirm his business skills’ application to political activism on behalf of democracy, he “took off his coat, rolled up his sleeves,” and engaged in the Brooklyn Young Republican Club.\textsuperscript{108} Elected president in 1880, Low claimed responsibility for approximately 850 votes for the Republican ticket.\textsuperscript{109} This work evokes the \textit{Cap and Gown} editorials of Low’s undergraduate years that lamented Columbia’s inability to keep pace with other prestigious colleges that coached their young men to win Congress seats.\textsuperscript{110} Within a decade of graduation, Low had begun to upend this apolitical pattern.

In 1880, Low wed Anne Wroe Scollay Curtis (1847-1929), daughter of United States Supreme Court Justice Benjamin Curtis. She served as a trustee of Barnard College (established in 1889), member of the Committee of the Civic Federation, and trusted spouse.\textsuperscript{111} Anne Low likely helped to influence her husband’s opinion on women’s pivotal place in civic reform.\textsuperscript{112}

Even as Low accumulated this education beyond the classroom, his commitment to Columbia persisted. Low’s Alumni Association participation educated him in fundraising and college politics. Under the leadership of Hamilton Fish, Low solicited gifts from his former classmates with gusto. Columbia alumni ultimately gathered at Delmonico’s restaurant to elect Low as President of the Alumni Association, cuing “singing” and celebration from the audience.\textsuperscript{113} Despite Low’s centrality to these fundraising campaigns, the Columbia endowment fund stagnated due to an “apathetic alumni” base.\textsuperscript{114} However, Columbia valued Low’s perseverance.\textsuperscript{115} A vote in 1881 would prove it.

\begin{enumerate}
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Chapter II: “In other words, ‘get a move on’…Trustees:”
Seth Low as Columbia Trustee (1881-1889)

“Counting the ballots, Seth Low was found to be duly elected,” recorded the 1881 minutes of the Columbia University Trustees. Low thereby returned to Alma Mater in his first administrative capacity. Membership at this table of high power New Yorkers positioned Low to react to business empires’ tightening grip on Gotham.

As Low settled into his trustee seat, William Henry Vanderbilt—heir to a shipping and railroad-based fortune—used his $60,000,000 inheritance to build the first Vanderbilt brownstone mansion. Newspapers of the 1800s seethed that such families also “make, construe and execute the laws.” Likewise, a majority of the trustees during Low’s early years on the board not only held Columbia diplomas but also descended from New York’s corporate elite. Low’s colleagues included William Colford Schermerhorn—an affluent attorney descended from city founders and dedicated to the exclusive Metropolitan and Knickerbocker Clubs—and Hamilton Fish, whose wealth matched that of the Astors. This population of administrators increasingly alienated the student body across the late 1880s; students channeled cynicism into op-eds, demanding that these “conservative fossils” would “get a move on,” read their petitions, and deliver on a promised gymnasium.
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These trustees constituted the “best men” that historian John Sproat identifies as a post-
Civil War cohort of reformers that often restricted their platforms to calls for “moral 
rejuvenation.” As young men turned to “railroading, high finance, and manufacturing” rather 
than politics, these “best men” became increasingly disinterested leaders, crossing party lines in 
the name of reform. These “men of breeding and intelligence, of taste and substance” won 
votes to serve as Columbia trustees, administering the College. Therefore, a brief glimpse into 
this boardroom confirms its likely contribution to Low’s education on the prevailing method of 
moralizing reform, which would serve as a pivotal point of contrast as he constructed his own 
reform-based agenda.

An 1882 New York Times article urged, “this is Columbia’s opportunity and many who 
wish well for our country are watching to see if the opportunity will be seized and improved.”
Barnard answered these expectations by changing the board’s structure and the significance of its 
work. The board voted on the Columbia presidency when vacancies arose. Candidates lobbyed 
individual trustees for votes. Barnard had expanded the president’s voice at meetings. “The 
first Columbia president since Samuel Johnson who saw himself as more than an extension of the 
trustees,” Barnard instituted annual presidential reports. A staple “on the New York scientific-
cultural-club” circuit, he brought Columbia to the city’s attention.

“Thank God, the University is born. Go ahead:” The School of Political Science

---
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One year prior to Low’s board election, the trustees voted to establish a School of Political Science. Led by five professors, this new school introduced tenets of German and Parisian education to Columbia.\(^{131}\) The path to its final approval illustrates the moment of transition that Columbia experienced as Low returned as an administrator.

“Thank God, the University is born. Go ahead,” wrote Samuel Ruggles upon receiving news of the vote that approved the School of Political Science.\(^{132}\) Ruggles had introduced John Burgess’s vision for this new school at a board meeting in 1880.\(^{133}\) Columbia had hired thirty-two-year-old political scientist and Civil War veteran John Burgess (1844-1931) from Amherst College in 1876. Recalling his first encounter with Ruggles, Burgess noted, “from the first moment of our meeting we flew together like steel and magnet.”\(^{134}\) Burgess accepted Ruggles’s request that “you must come to Columbia,” and moved south to succeed Francis Lieber as Professor of History.\(^{135}\) Having taught history and political science at Amherst through the 1870s, Burgess had grown tired of Amherst’s faculty who “regarded the college as a place for discipline, not as a place for research.”\(^{136}\)

Burgess introduced a new approach to pedagogy at Columbia.\(^{137}\) In the 1880s, Americans interested in graduate studies in political science set out for schools in Berlin.\(^{138}\) Unlike the
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costly Christian social economics programs housed at Oxford and the highly-specialized studies in France, Germany offered “open, public institutions.” Burgess counted himself among the scholars of American government who closely tracked the Hayes administration’s U.S. Civil Service reforms. He traveled to Berlin to gain hands-on insight into the increasingly admired German pedagogical techniques. A letter from former Amherst College and Columbia Law School student Clifford Russ Bateman alerted Burgess to the École des Sciences Politiques in Paris. Impressed by this school’s model, Burgess wrote to Barnard, advocating that “a decisive step forward in the development of the political sciences is positively and specially demanded” at Columbia.

Upon reading Burgess’s proposal, Barnard strategized the language with which he would present the topic to the trustees. He decided to present this recommended School of Political Science as a hub for “preparing young men to engage intelligently in the service of government.” Barnard also amended Burgess’s request for the creation of a new “department” for the suggestion of a new “school.”

Burgess persisted in his negotiations with skeptical trustees, penning an appeal to Chairman Hamilton Fish that argued, “the question before you next Monday is simply whether
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you will advance our College into the first rank or let it drop into the third.” Although reports claim that this letter did not reach Fish until after the relevant board meeting, the proposal survived postponed decisions, Fish’s resignation, and trustee politics. With such grit, Burgess established the first School of Political Science in the United States.

Burgess first conceived the School of Political Science as a hub for graduate study, as an addition to the School of Law’s program. Barnard extended Burgess’s suggestion that undergraduate seniors receive the opportunity to participate in the School of Political Science’s first year coursework as an elective. He proposed that Columbia confer a Bachelor of Philosophy—rather than the contemplated Bachelor of Arts—degree to seniors who mastered the first-year curriculum. Barnard, however, did not approve Burgess’s request to ratify a Doctor of Civil Laws degree for law students who completed the curriculum. By 1884, approximately half of undergraduate seniors partook of the opportunity to enroll in the School of Political Science electives.

Burgess initially succeeded in recruiting students from only Amherst. However, he developed the curriculum and networked with the trustees to ultimately raise attendance at the
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School of Political Science to over two thousand students. By acknowledging the growing realization that “there is no substantial reason why we should not have in New York City a really great university,” the New York Times suggested that the School of Political Science advanced New York’s ability to compete with Europe, where prominent universities “are situated in the chief centres of social and political life.” While Burgess recommended that Columbia graduate Edwin Robert Anderson Seligman (1861-1929) attend the universities of Berlin, Heidelberg, the Sorbonne, and the École libre des sciences politiques in the 1870s, political economist Seligman chose Columbia for his Ph.D. in 1885. Burgess presided over the School of Political Science’s development until his 1909 retirement.

“Columbia seems to be gradually awakening to the consciousness of her possibilities” Although the birth of the School of Political Science preceded his first board meeting, Low regularly promoted Burgess’s brainchild, even while remaining alert to remaining in the good favor of the boardroom’s corporate elite. Low helped shape the School of Political Science through his election to both the Committee on the School of Political Science and the Finance Committee. In 1882, the trustees resolved to increase the School of Political Science’s funding by two hundred dollars to recruit students. This commitment to defending the study of
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political economy, comparative constitutional law, and statistics in Columbia classrooms announced the Brooklyn politico’s burgeoning interest in merging the study and practice of municipal governance. Stipulating that Low “was not, in the first place, a profound scholar,” Burgess commended his trustee record, emphasizing:

Happily, in the decade between 1880 and 1890, the Board of Trustees had received some very important and valuable additions to its membership, in the place of old conservative standpatters, deceased or resigned. Among these new members were George L. Rives, Charles M. Da Costa…and Seth Low.\footnote{The New Yorkers behind these names are significant. A yacht club member, Rives graduated from Columbia College (second in his class), the University of Cambridge, and Columbia Law School, after which he served as a trustee of the New-York Public Library and Columbia University; Rives also served as a director of the Mercantile Trust Company, Columbia Alumni Association, and Head of the Charter Revision Commission drawn up by then-Mayor Low. Charles M. Da Costa dedicated his library and $100,000 to the establishment of Columbia professorships in his will. Burgess, Reminiscences of an American Scholar, 235, 224. “Appointment of Rives,” New-York Tribune, November 16, 1901, 1. “A Big Gift to Columbia,” New-York Tribune, July 1, 1890, 10.}

Burgess thereby aligned Low with the wealthy “best men” model of New York leadership.

Despite Low’s Finance Committee seat, the School of Political Science stagnated financially. Between 1883 and 1884, the annual expenditures allocated to the School of Political Science remained $150.\footnote{Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” April 7, 1884. RBML.} Although this sum exceeded the $100 directed to the Classics Department, it trailed the $700 granted to the Physics Department and $200 for the Chemistry Department.\footnote{Ibid.} The school received similar treatment in salary allocations. Low attended the board meeting that outlined total salaries per school.\footnote{Ibid.} While Columbia earmarked $89,824 for the School of Arts, $31,300 for the School of Law, and $68,736 for the School of Mines, the School of Political Science received only $17,643.\footnote{Ibid.} The trustees’ consideration of requests from the School of Political Science did not guarantee financial concessions. Low and his colleagues stipulated that, while they would respond to the complaint about professors’ titles,
they would not add salary bonuses.\textsuperscript{167} These setbacks raise questions about Low’s balance of securing his approval from the Columbia trustees and forwarding his interest in political science.

With 1,500 signatures, an 1883 petition for coeducation confronted the board and tested Low’s priorities.\textsuperscript{168} Low again chose not to challenge the trustees. He joined the all-male board in a unanimous decision to preserve Columbia’s policy of a male-only undergraduate student body. Their rationale claimed a commitment to conserving traditions upheld since the institution’s 1754 founding.\textsuperscript{169} This decision clarified that, although Columbia supported the creation of a School of Political Science, it did not align with the American Social Science Association’s inclusion of women and election of female leadership.\textsuperscript{170}

**A Brooklyn Return Address**

Low’s name frequently remains absent from the board’s roll call between 1881 and 1888.\textsuperscript{171} Upon receiving the trustee title, Low stipulated that he would resign if he could not simultaneously excel on the board and in the Brooklyn Mayor’s Office that he entered just weeks before his trustee appointment.\textsuperscript{172} His correspondence with Columbia officials during this period frequently featured a Brooklyn return address, confirming his determination to balance both duties and, likely, to gain hands-on understanding of the governing strategies of New York’s corporate elite as he planned literal and figurative passageways for corporate liberalism in Brooklyn.\textsuperscript{173}
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Chapter III: “A fair and beautiful chapter in Brooklyn’s history:”
Seth Low as Brooklyn Mayor (1881-1885)

Between 1880 and 1890, Brooklyn’s population rose from approximately 500,000 to over 800,000. On Election Day, this population grew. The shortage of voter registration laws meant that “graveyards voted,” locking the Democrats in to victory. Brooklyn Republicans saw thirty-two-year-old Seth Low as their chance to terminate this cycle. And the 1881 mayoral race lay open for a win.

Low had gained visibility through his establishment of the Brooklyn Bureau of Charities and his leadership of the Young Republicans. Therefore, he received a request to chair a delegation to remove both existing Republican mayoral candidates from the 1881 ballot. Republicans stipulated, however, that Low must agree to run for mayor as the “compromise candidate.” Although Low initially rejected the proposal, Republican candidate Ripley Ropes’s withdrawal promised a united Republican ticket and convinced Low to join the race.

Brooklyn had set high stakes for the mayor who would assume office in 1881. The city received a new charter in 1880, and, for the first time, the mayor would name all but two city department heads. Warnings about the next mayor’s power stoked a combination of fear and interest that engaged Brooklyn’s population in the campaign.
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This structural change offered an opportunity for Low to further revise governance in Brooklyn. Low pledged “to administer the affairs of the city upon strict business principles.”181 To be sure, Low did not equate these “business principles” with those of the “best men” who populated Columbia’s board. Instead, during his two terms as Brooklyn’s mayor (1881-1885), Low began to shift away from the narrow class interests of the New York business elite that dominated politics and toward corporate liberalism. He pushed an agenda that increased the efficiency and equality of Brooklyn’s economic and educational opportunities. We begin at the corner of Flatbush and Fulton Avenues.182

“I may thoroughly claim in your midst tonight to be a man of the people”183

A “curious spectacle” occurred in November 1881.184 Approximately one-thousand Democrats rushed the Music Hall—located at the intersection of Flatbush and Fulton Avenues—the headquarters of a mayoral election convention.185 Attendees fired opinions about the campaign and its characters. Each reference to Low provoked an uproar of cheering while mentions of opponents James Howell and Civil War General Henry W. Slocum stirred “frequent prolonged hisses.”186

Low disproved campaign critics who sought to pigeonhole him as a son of privilege who knew only “silk stockings and kid gloves” and “seldom left the First Ward.”187 Instead, he confirmed that the business man’s efficiency that he claimed to bring to the Brooklyn Mayor’s
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Office was, in historian L.E. Fredman’s words, “simply the antonym of spoils.”\footnote{Fredman, “Seth Low: Theorist of Municipal Reform,” 35.} Low applied the work ethic that distinguished him as Columbia’s valedictorian to a plan to visit all demographic nooks in Brooklyn.\footnote{“Seth Low: Closing Scenes of his Mayoralty Campaign: Meeting in the Academy of Music Last Night. Hon S.B. Chittenden and Stewart L. Woodford Present the Business and Poetical Aspects of the Canvas - The Humorous Side Also Illustrated - Mr. Low’s Closing Speech,” \textit{Brooklyn Daily Eagle}, November 6, 1881.} He met with the Citizens’ Committee, the Campaign Committee, and the Young Republican Club.\footnote{Ibid. “The Republican Campaign - The Leaders Concentrating Their Strength on Seth Low - The Fight Warming Up - A Hitch at Headquarters - Confidence Expressed in the Result,” \textit{Brooklyn Daily Eagle}, November 2, 1881.} He spoke to the Eastern and Western Districts’ manufacturers. He “shook hands with everyone, and had a pleasant word for all.”\footnote{Ibid.} Low thereby applied a corporate liberal vision to his mayoral campaign, breaking with an earlier environment in which “commercial and industrial interests had enjoyed an informal control of American politics.”\footnote{Weinstein, \textit{The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal State}, 3.} Additionally, Low obtained support from both Republicans and Independent Democrats. This record of promoting a “non-partisan government founded on business principles” resonated when he encouraged Columbia to educate on public service from a nonpartisan standpoint.\footnote{“King’s County Redeemed; How the election of Seth Low is regarded,” \textit{New York Times}, November 9, 1881.}

The press attributed Low’s campaign success to this canvas strategy. 4,497 votes determined the election, costing Mayor Howell a third term.\footnote{“The Election Returns: The Figures Corrected at Police Headquarters,” Unidentified Newspaper, 1881, 52. Ms Coll Low. Scrapbook 1-3, Mayoral Campaign 1881. Seth Low Papers, 1870-1930. RBML.} With a total 45,434 votes, Low secured the mayoralty.\footnote{Ibid.} Low pledged to govern Brooklyn “with an eye single to the best interests alike of the poor and the rich, the high and the low, friends and foes,” evoking corporate liberalism’s call to defend citizens against the gluttony of elite business interests.\footnote{“Kings County Politics: Mr. Seth Low Accepts the Mayoralty Nomination,” \textit{New York Times}, October 30, 1881.}

\textbf{The office that “sought him—not he the office”}\footnote{“Mayor Low’s Excellent Record,” \textit{New-York Tribune}, April 15, 1883, 6.}
Low launched an 1883 re-election campaign that built upon the corporate liberal vision that seated him in the post. While Low’s first mayoral triumph preceded his election to the Columbia board, his re-election campaign benefited from his experience navigating the corporate elite viewpoints of his fellow trustees. Additionally, Low’s board position integrated him in questions regarding education, an arena pivotal to his Brooklyn agenda. Low’s camp warned Brooklyn, “the non-registered citizen is a political corpse.”

Although Low decided not to challenge the Columbia trustees on their opposition to coeducation in 1883, his Brooklyn reelection campaign in the same year reflected his respect for women’s abilities to forward progressive reform. Low came of age in a period that viewed women as central to the social science movement on not only a national but also a state level. For example, in 1880, seven women established the New-York Women’s Social Association. Precisely because Sproat’s “best men” “recoiled from the disagreeable activities of a political system that became more complex and seemingly more unmanageable every year” did women become central to the social science reform project as Low entered the field.

Low recognized that women’s disenfranchisement did not disqualify them as critical actors in his mayoral campaign. While newspapers ran stories about the surprising number of women present at Low’s campaign gatherings, his 1883 campaign pamphlets directly addressed women. Documents circulated throughout the city, calling, “Register Your Man Next Monday!” Despite Low’s appreciation of women’s sway in politics, in 1884, the Brooklyn
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Daily Eagle employment columns remained divided by gender, with the female options limited to, “WANTED—SITUATION—AS A COOK.”

Campaign literature convinced diverse constituents that the heir to the prominent A.A. Low & Brothers sought to understand their needs. Low specifically targeted Brooklyn’s immigrant communities. Leaflets written in Italian circulated, and two-hundred and fifty German residents convened to decide on supporting Low’s ticket. Pamphlets’ rhetoric echoed such inclusivity. A voter registration flyer italicized “everyone,” urging all to raise their voices through their votes. At the Brooklyn Ring one week before Election Day, prominent abolitionist and clergyman Henry Ward Beecher recognized Low, the preparatory school boy who holidayed in Newport, as “the poor man’s friend.”

The centrality of non-partisanship to this 1883 campaign suggests inspiration from Low’s concurrent participation as a Columbia trustee. Low arrived as this governing body fractured into rival camps: the University Party and the College Faction. Burgess led one-third of the faculty behind the University Party, which gained Barnard’s support by advocating for the integration of the German model of pedagogy to convert Columbia into a university, a goal resisted by the College Faction. Low’s consideration of party systems in a Columbia context even predated his trustee membership. He had informed the Alumni Association that issues of civic government should materialize in the college classroom “from the standpoint of theory and principle, as well as from the less disinterested positions of active political life” rather than partisanship.
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Likewise, Low downplayed party affiliation in his 1883 reelection campaign, casting his campaign as a “citizen’s administration.”

Ex-District Attorney Thomas Rodman stood up for Democrats at a campaign meeting, acknowledging that Low’s pledge to govern Brooklyn without partisan biases secured his vote in 1881 and would do so again in 1883. Low’s opponent, the journalist Joseph Hendrix, attempted to spin this non-partisan stance as an indicator of weakness. However, both Democrats and Republicans took to the polls on Election Day, securing Low’s 13,000 votes to Hendrix’s 9,600.

“A rainbow of hope to every misgoverned municipality from Maine to California” Seth Low constructed a mayoral agenda that honed his skills in positioning boards and budgets to connect the study and practice of municipal governance. He answered the new Brooklyn Charter’s call to appoint city department heads. By selecting what he termed his “cabinet,” Low encountered an early example of the variations between managing cities and Columbia. Low’s administration acknowledged that it borrowed strategy from federal government legislation. In 1882, the Pendleton Civil Service Reform Act passed in the United States Senate. This legislation divorced politics from hiring practices, reserving employment for those “whose fitness to discharge the duties of the position
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shall have been ascertained by open, fair, impartial, competitive examination.”

It also approved the president’s appointment of a five-person commission to orchestrate this process.

Likewise, by 1883, Low supported the Committee on Municipal Affairs’ bill to “improve the subordinate civil service of Brooklyn.” “Demanding a system of appointments and promotions through open and competitive examination,” this legislation codified Low’s cabinet choices. This shift from politics founded on favors intrigued journalists who reported that Low followed through and “filled all the principal offices with men of character and fitness.” Low brought business strategy to this operation, instituting weekly meetings with this cabinet. This record of favoring civil service reforms that matched those born in the United States Senate aligned Low with the mindset of a corporate liberal who “feared intense class conflict.”

This concern resurfaced as Low responded to the Brooklyn Bridge’s $15 million construction (1869-1883). He insisted, “it is fundamental that [the bridge] shall be open to the use of cars from every direction upon equal terms.” During meetings of the project’s trustees, Low sought to dismantle divisions between these elite insiders and the populations of Brooklyn and New York City. Defending his constituents, Low demanded that they “were entitled to know” updates about funding requests and timelines reported by the engineers. He requested
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that the engineers, “as in his own business,” distribute weekly reports to the mayors to facilitate his ability to increase transparency with constituents.\textsuperscript{225}

Despite directing his gaze to the federal front on civil service, meeting the New York City mayor about the Brooklyn Bridge, and participating in the Greater New York Senate’s Finance, Railroads, Public Health and Agriculture Committees, Low crusaded for “local self-government”— “home rule”—in Brooklyn.\textsuperscript{226} In 1882, he requested increased control over Brooklyn’s governance, without Albany’s interference. Low invoked Brooklyn’s recent charter, which he interpreted as a protection against the state’s liberty to set up commissions and delay decisions on issues and requests submitted by Brooklyn’s mayor.\textsuperscript{227}

Low’s budget and taxation plans articulated this administrative ideology fiscally. In 1882, Low urged Tax Collector James Learned to allocate salaries that matched “faithful service to the city” and to remember that “no amount of contributions for party purposes will avail them.”\textsuperscript{228} Low viewed financial organization as a means by which to reiterate solidarity with Brooklyn’s employees—rather than with the business elite. Tabulated reports of the city’s tax budget noted that the $84,208,808.95 total in 1882 rose to $85,179,549.90 in 1883. However, journalists defended this increase when Democratic rivals sought to intercept Low’s 1883 reelection. The \textit{New-York Tribune} exonerated Low by explaining, “in proportion to the present size of the city the expenditures and tax rate under Mayor Low are less than at any time in the last ten years.”\textsuperscript{229} The article catalogued the services including police and fire forces and street cleaning that
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benefited from this increase.\textsuperscript{230} When similar suspicion of Low’s responsibility for rise in tax rates from $2.60 in 1884 to $2.70 in 1885 percolated, the \textit{Brooklyn Daily Eagle} maintained that it “was not only expected but also impossible to be avoided without seriously crippling the growth of the city.” By 1883, Low had slashed $700,000 of Brooklyn’s debt.\textsuperscript{231}

Low’s budget stimulated funds for a sphere of city governance that resonated with his simultaneous position as a Columbia trustee: education. Low had specified during his 1883 campaign that, if elected, he would address outcry about school building shortages, whereas “in one year of Mayor Schroeder’s term and in one year of Mayor Howell’s not one dollar went to building a school house.”\textsuperscript{232} The dollars that Seth Low directed to educating Brooklyn’s youth dominate the archives and helped to dictate the science of administration that would follow him to Columbia and Greater New York City.

\textbf{“An Educated Child Makes a Good Citizen!”}\textsuperscript{233}

This Columbia trustee improved the facilities, faculty, and funding for Brooklyn’s public schools through his mayoralty. This priority suggests Low’s determination to override potential claims that his resume—populated with the prestigious Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute and Columbia College—disassociated him from the problems of his constituents. Therefore, this agenda item both forged links between the study and implementation of civic governance and indicated a shift toward an administration founded on corporate liberalism.

Seth Low presented two priorities to the Board of Education: to resolve the problems of inadequate accommodations for classrooms and of inexperienced faculty members.\textsuperscript{234}
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Brooklyn’s Superintendent of Public Instruction had helped to stoke Low’s alarm about the public schools with his notice that between five and ten-thousand more children would attend school if space allowed.\textsuperscript{235} The board echoed Low’s concerns, citing the annual population increase of approximately 20,000 in Brooklyn as an added pressure on class sizes in schools.\textsuperscript{236}

Low urged decreased class sizes and schoolhouse construction to ameliorate insufficient space for Brooklyn’s students.\textsuperscript{237} He emphasized that these deficiencies resulted in students’ receiving the equivalent of only a half day of schooling.\textsuperscript{238} In 1882, Low reminded the Board of Education that “this is not a time to replace poor buildings with better ones.” \textsuperscript{239} Instead, he pressed the task force to channel $250,000 to erecting new primary schools. While in 1880, appropriations for new school buildings in Brooklyn amounted to $56,873, by 1883—the middle of Low’s two mayoral terms—this allocation climbed to $280,000.\textsuperscript{240}

The mayor incentivized the Board of Education’s action by creating competition, a strategy likely derived from his Columbia education. Low’s classmates crammed Columbia’s newspapers with opinionated pieces about academic prizes. This system of rewarding undergraduates appeared to double as a tactic to stimulate student engagement. Low took cues from these approaches, announcing that monetary prizes would accompany a competition for
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the design of Brooklyn’s new school buildings. By recruiting members of the Board of Education to judge the contestants, Low sought to increase the city’s investment in his agenda.241

By 1885, the Committee on High and Normal Schools confirmed its completion of Low’s request to determine a plan for professionalizing Brooklyn’s teachers. This committee resolved to open a two-year training school.242 Reflecting Low’s business-minded efficiency, the committee explained that this school would be situated two floors above a building of primary school classrooms.243 Low’s commitment to such reforms revealed the reach of his goal of training a generation of experts, as he approved this plan to educate not only students but also instructors. As late as 1906, Low reaffirmed his respect for training, noting, “I do think that there is something to be learned about the art of teaching by anyone who has to teach.”244

Given the fragmented records, the Board of Education’s voice often emerges at the highest volume in the archives. However, Low himself took to Brooklyn’s classrooms to contextualize his reforms. In his first mayoral term, Low voted to purchase $75,000 of books for public school classrooms.245 He resisted the practice of storing up city funds for the future when Brooklyn’s children could benefit in the moment.246 Low published his fieldwork in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. He circulated announcements including the update that he not only visited Primary School No. 14, but also mobilized the Department of Health to investigate classrooms’ ventilation; he even reprinted the corresponding report in the paper.247
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In 1884, Low’s second-to-last year in office, the Board of Education reported that three new schools would open in April and May alone; twenty-eight new classes had been established.\textsuperscript{248} James Naughton, the Board of Education’s Superintendent of Buildings, announced that the school buildings met proper conditions and would improve further after the vacation months’ cleaning.\textsuperscript{249} He anticipated that “there will be little to complain of in the sanitary line” by 1885.\textsuperscript{250} Enrollment in Brooklyn’s grammar schools consequently increased by 645 students by Low’s final year in office.\textsuperscript{251} Average daily attendance rose from 9,056 to 10,429.\textsuperscript{252} By 1884, Brooklyn saw a twenty-seven percent increase in the number of principals, department heads, and teachers engaged in the service of instructing the next generation.\textsuperscript{253}

Graduation from grammar school in Seth Low’s Brooklyn required the successful completion of ten examinations, one of which was “Civil Government.”\textsuperscript{254} Although archival materials do not specify the mayor’s involvement in curriculum choices, Low’s curiosity about the intersections between the study and practice of public service persuade us of his support. After all, Low himself had not received a formal education in governance beyond the dactylic hexameter of Vergil’s epic poetry for the Roman Emperor Augustus. To maximize his understanding of municipal governance, Low needed to experiment in a new arena—and Alma Mater called.
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Chapter IV: “The wisest thing your trustees could possibly have done:”

Seth Low as Columbia University President (1890-1901)

“This office gives to me, I think, the best platform in New York from which to discuss the social and political questions which have always interested me,” stated Seth Low. With these words, a thirty-nine-year-old Low returned from Europe to assume the Columbia presidency following Barnard’s passing. The heart of Low’s career settled in this administration, the veins of which ran deep through his experiences as an alumnus, a trustee, and a city mayor. University magazine credited his election to the widely-known recognition that “his habits of systematic study, and his love of books and learning, ended not with his collegiate course.”

By reforming and financing Columbia College, Low transformed his Alma Mater into a research university. “All about him were lying the component parts of a University,” reported Columbia graduate Brander Matthews, “but they needed to be fitted together into a harmonious whole and endowed with a single spirit.” Therefore, Low aligned his administration with the objective to place “emphasis on cooperation and social responsibility,” one that would characterize corporate liberalism in the twentieth century. More specifically, a commitment to increasing the “usefulness” of Columbia—to its students and to its city—drove Low’s presidency, which he conceived as a “business organization.”
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metropolitan consciousness from ancient Rome and Carthage to the City of New York, Low trained a generation as experts on public service, demonstrating that university management could itself propel change in civic governance. Low called on students to ask themselves, “if I have this education, what can I hope to do for my day and generation?”

A difference of only one vote placed Low in the presidency. The trustees chose between Low and Columbia Greek Professor and Acting President Henry Drisler, who had resisted Barnard’s modernization agenda. Along with the “progressive” reputation solidified since his early trustee years, Low fulfilled the requirement of Episcopalian faith and brought ties to influential New Yorkers, attributes that advanced his candidacy.

The trustees allocated $2,500 for a presidential inauguration at the Metropolitan Opera House. They shifted the inauguration from its original date of Tuesday, February 4 to Monday, February 3 because the former marked the U.S. Supreme Court’s centennial celebration. The board’s conviction that this anniversary would detract from attendance at Low’s inauguration suggests that the guest lists for a momentous Columbia occasion and a momentous American government occasion would overlap.

At the inauguration, Drisler spoke on behalf of the faculty before a gathering of both men and women, representing national and state government offices and other leading professions. Low set the tone for his administration with his inaugural address. Emphasizing Columbia’s location in New York City, Low argued, “there is no such thing as the world of letters apart from
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the world of men.” He thereby envisioned Columbia University’s centrality to transferring political power from the business elite to political science experts. And so, Seth Low set off to bridge these worlds.

“When I dream of Columbia and its possibilities…”

Germany’s model of higher education offered a pedagogical template that Low looked to while converting Columbia College into a research university. Low’s record of intense study for each position mirrored the goals of late nineteenth century German universities. These institutions brought research to the humanities, rejecting its previous confinement to the natural sciences. Notably, historians credit “the favorable position of the United States with respect to Europe” as a catalyst for twentieth century corporate liberalism. Two decades earlier, Low had demonstrated effective cross-fertilization with Europe, as he borrowed educational tenets to train experts to reclaim politics.

Low admired the emphasis on specialized study in European pedagogy. In an annual presidential report, he observed, “in England and Germany, they begin to specialize at nineteen and twenty, and they ought to do so here.” Although Low’s personal papers remain missing, his presidential papers offer clues as to the texts that occupied his office shelves and shaped this mindset. “In the bookcase in my room, I think, a copy of the ‘Life of Lieber,’” wrote Low to an assistant, “I wish you would forward it to me here.” Columbia had hired German political scientist and jurist Francis Lieber to head the history and political science departments in
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1857.\textsuperscript{273} Low’s interest in this man, dubbed the first political scientist practicing in America, supports the hypothesis that he deemed an education in political science a pragmatic specialization that prepared Columbia students to govern after graduation.

However, Low stipulated, “the American problem is not the German problem.”\textsuperscript{274} While explaining his administrative philosophy, he contrasted German educators’ alliance with state government with the Columbia administration’s detachment from New York state legislators.\textsuperscript{275} This is notable given Low’s push for home rule without Albany’s intrusion during his Brooklyn mayoralty, suggesting his perception of a difference between governing a city and governing a university. Contemporary university administrators consequently saw in Low’s agenda an ambition to ally with the city, rather than the state. For example, Harvard’s President Charles Eliot commended Low’s program: “however much New York may do for the university, Columbia will do a hundredfold more for the city and the State through the multifarious services of her sons, taught there to discharge well their duties to society.”\textsuperscript{276} Likewise, Low entered his administration with an eye on labor relations in this city. In 1889, he wrote to American Federation of Labor President Samuel Gompers to inform that “I am in sympathy with the desire of the working people for an 8-hour day.”\textsuperscript{277} He stipulated, “my reasons, however, are sociological rather than directly economic,” establishing foundations from which he would extend the language of labor rights to a university setting.\textsuperscript{278}
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As attempted in Brooklyn, transparency before his constituents topped Low’s agenda. A former student editor of the predecessor to the *Columbia Daily Spectator*, Low permitted student journalists to publish excerpts from his annual reports to the trustees for the student body’s review. 279 Descriptions of the disciplines housed in each new building on the Morningside Heights campus dominated an article that summarized Low’s updates on the construction progress. This emphasis suggests students’ own increasing interest in specialization through higher education during the 1890s. These reforms spurred a steady increase in student enrollment at Columbia throughout Low’s tenure. The student body rose from 1,573 during the 1891-1892 academic year to 2,452 during the 1900-1901 academic year. 280

**A “Cabinet” for Columbia**

Low immediately invited the trustees to his home at 30 East 64th Street so that they might meet “the Faculties of the College, and those who are carrying forward the work of the College either as instructors or lecturers or in positions of trust.” 281 This interest in engaging the trustees with the faculty is particularly striking given American newspapers’ curiosity about the large number of teachers in German universities. 282 The University of Michigan reported that this initial faculty meeting at Low’s residence constituted the first of its kind in twenty-five years. 283

The creation of a University Council codified this system of layered governance based on a business model. Established by Low in 1890, the University Council aspired to quell
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“clashing” interests between Columbia’s schools.284 This mechanism for organizing discussion among divisions allowed Low to manage a university officer base that rose from 122 in 1890 to 385 by 1901.285 This initiative confirmed Low’s ability to procure, in the University Council’s words, “the full and unwavering confidence and cordial and zealous cooperation of all his colleagues—a power which can come only from an innate love of truth, joined with an open mind, a high sense of justice.”286

Low’s organization of governing body subsets within the university benefitted from his business education received at A.A. Low & Brothers in the 1870s. Therefore, while corporate liberalism’s roots often remain conceptualized as “social efficiency that grew up alongside industrial engineering and efficiency,” Low demonstrated that university governance offered an alternative origin for business efficiency.287 This framework reinforced the financial organization of his administration, changes to governance that Low approved as amendments to university statutes by his final years in office. In 1900, Low tasked the Bursar—under the Treasurer’s guidance—with assembling student fees, preserving paper payment vouchers, and maintaining transaction accounts.288 He also revised the responsibilities of the Registrar, who received duties directly from the president.289 The Registrar provided the Treasurer with forms for fee gathering and supported the administration’s efficiency as he would “keep such records as may be required for the proper compilation of student statistics.”290 Keen on buttressing his administrative
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networks, Low also hired an Assistant Bursar and an Assistant Registrar.\textsuperscript{291} Low’s administration modified the budget organization in place during his undergraduate years. During Low’s own education, the Columbia trustees’ reports do not consistently detail the budget, with finances surfacing instead in discussion of matters such as portrait commissioning.\textsuperscript{292} During Low’s presidency, categories broke down into “income (including donations)” and “expenditures;” the tabular statement was divided between “business administration” (salaries of university officers and “expenses of estate”) and “educational administration.”

Financial aid at Columbia echoed the draw of German higher education, which, in 1889, cost one third less than an academic year at Johns Hopkins, Harvard, or Cornell.\textsuperscript{293} The Committee on Aid for Students reported to the trustees that during the 1896-1897 academic year, “fifty-one students were enabled to earn about $3,750; or, upon the average, about one-half of their tuition fee.”\textsuperscript{294} These efforts helped break down Columbia’s country club lacquer, offering solution for Seth Low whom Weinstein noted, “abhorred the idea of ‘class politics.’”\textsuperscript{295} “This form of helping students is, in my judgment, one of the best that can be devised,” announced Seth Low.\textsuperscript{296}

“\textit{The only word of interest in the whole service was the final ‘Amen’}”\textsuperscript{297}

Low’s presidential agenda drew inspiration not only from his mayoralty but also from his Columbia education. For example, Low immediately encouraged the trustees to reconsider the mandatory daily chapel attendance that he experienced as a student. In 1891, chapel service
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attendance became voluntary and, in the same month, the Columbia chaplain resigned. Gruber This revision to religious life at Columbia suggested Low’s mission to act upon German universities’ warning that the brightest American minds would no longer devote their careers to theology. Gruber This perspective gained attention, as it did not dominate all circles of American higher education. The University magazine, for example, ran an article that insisted that a college chaplain receive a salary “only second to that of the president.” Gruber

Low received recognition for his engagement of New York’s Jewish population—which increased by 1.4 million people between 1880 and 1914—in his project to unite the study and practice of governance. Low graduated from Columbia alongside Felix Adler, a Jewish member of the Class of 1870 who prominently protested Saturday exams and sparked conversations about religious observance at Columbia. It is compelling that this exposure as an undergraduate helped to shape Low’s interest in introducing a cosmopolitan understanding of the city and its religious diversity to Columbia as an administrator.

Early in his presidency, Low received a letter from Oscar Straus—a Jewish alumnus of Columbia—reporting on the “entirely reputable” status of the Jewish Theological Seminary, founded in 1886. This message raises questions about the intent of the inquiry to which Straus here responded, as Low navigated likely antisemitism from the board. Although Low’s opponents attempted to plant stories of his antisemitism, the American Hebrew countered with
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quotations from Jewish New Yorkers. Responding to a request for a comment as “a duty as well as a pleasure,” Isaac N. Seligman, brother of the esteemed Columbia Professor of Political History E.R.A. Seligman, clarified, “I can unequivocally stamp these anti-Semitic reports as unfounded.”304 Jacob H. Schiff extended this defense, noting that, “quite frequently it has happened that I have gone to Mr. Low for advice how to combat prejudice and other unfair actions against members of our race.”305

Likewise, in 1892, Low welcomed Jewish Theological Seminary students to use Columbia’s library.306 Low’s support of Jewish observance prevailed through his final year in office, when he requested data on the dates of Jewish holidays for the upcoming years to ensure that “hereafter it would be unnecessary for Jewish pupils to ask for special examinations.”307 In addition to hiring four Jewish faculty members, he advocated for Jewish Theological Seminary students to receive the same benefit of complimentary Columbia tuition granted to students of the Union and General Theological Seminaries.308

This defense of New York’s Jewish blocs ultimately cost Low the favor of the board, Burgess, and his successor, Nicholas Murray Butler. This next Columbia president inaugurated a new campus chapel, which he specified welcomed all Christian denominations. Although Low asked if Jewish students could use this sacred space, Butler asserted, “Columbia University is a
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Historians argue that these tensions tipped Low toward the decision to resign from the board in 1914.\textsuperscript{310}

\textbf{Upholding “Usefulness”}\textsuperscript{311}

Just as he supported Burgess’s advocacy for the School of Political Science with trustee votes in the 1880s, Low prioritized developing its curriculum to spark public service from the Columbia classroom. This plan was reminiscent of the inclusion of “Civil Government” courses in public schools during his Brooklyn mayoralty. German universities also emphasized legal theory and practice; in 1888, the 26,915 students across Germany’s twenty universities predominantly matriculated in the “juristic” department.\textsuperscript{312} The financial and diplomatic support that Low gave to the School of Political Science during his presidency affirmed his determination to help Columbia keep pace with German higher education and train experts in governance. Whereas the Philosophy Department received an allocation of $9,750 in 1899, Low ensured that the School of Political Science received $60,584.48.\textsuperscript{313}

Departmental reports delivered to the president indicated that the faculty supported Low’s emphasis on political science and sought to advance its reach. In 1890, the Political Science and Social Science Report recommended an increase in the number of instructors to match the heightened demand of this education revealed by enrollments. Richard Mayo Smith spoke on behalf of his colleagues, advising the addition of Professorships of Political Economy

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{309} President Nicholas Murray Butler established a “satellite campus” called “Seth Low Junior College” in Brooklyn in 1928, a development that historians attribute to his “fear that Columbia was becoming a ‘Jewish school.’” Wechsler, \textit{The Qualified Student}. Michael Rosenthal, \textit{Nicholas Miraculous: The Amazing Career of the Redoubtable Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler} (New York: Columbia University Press, 2015), xiv.
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and Statistics, Political Economy and Finance, and Ethnology and Sociology.\textsuperscript{314} Although hired as a lecturer in 1885, civic service-minded Seligman—who logged a forty-five-year career at Columbia—received approval for a full professorship during Low’s presidency.\textsuperscript{315}

As if responding directly to the student editorials of his undergraduate years that shamed Columbia for its dearth of graduates in government positions, Low announced his success in supporting the School of Political Science to mobilize public service through its pedagogy. In one of his final presidential addresses, Low celebrated the large number of recent Political Science graduates who held state and federal government positions.\textsuperscript{316} He announced that twenty-five recent School of Political Science graduates taught political economy at institutions throughout the country.\textsuperscript{317} By framing the implementation and instruction of political science as similarly noble contributions to public service, Low affirmed that the practice and study of governance were crucially intertwined. Through his final year in office, Low boasted the addition of courses on “The Governmental Organization of the Territories and other Dependencies of the United States” led by Professor Burgess and the “Institutes of Spanish Law” in the wake of the Spanish-American War.\textsuperscript{318}

This president brought leading scholars to Columbia. His invitation to British Parliament member and \textit{American Commonwealth} author James Bryce received a reply the next day.\textsuperscript{319} Bryce consented to speak at Columbia under the condition that he not deliver a lecture, a caveat
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that he noted also applied to his visits to Cornell, Harvard, and Johns Hopkins. In 1901, Bryce received an honorary LL.D. degree from Columbia.\footnote{Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” October 7, 1901. RBML.} Such opportunities to animate students’ coursework doubled as chances for Columbia professors to mingle with leading political scientists.\footnote{James Bryce to Seth Low, October 29, 1890. Ms Coll Low. Seth Low Papers, 1870-1930. RBML.} These programs resulted in increased student enrollment in the School of Political Science; the ninety-four students enrolled during the 1894-1895 academic year grew to 346 students during Low’s presidency.\footnote{Seth Low, “Annual Presidential Report,” October 5, 1896, 45 in Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” October 5, 1896. RBML.}

Low sponsored not only the teaching of political science but also pedagogy as a discipline in itself.\footnote{Likewise, in 1895, the Columbia University Trustees founded the “Seth Low Professorship of American History” in his name. Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” June 3, 1895. RBML.} This duality evoked the German support for scholarship as a profession in itself.\footnote{Ibid., 105. R. E. D., “A German University: Glimpses of Its Methods and Its Men,” The Hartford Courant, January 16, 1890, 3.} In 1901, Low led the decision to add a Bachelor of Science degree to Teachers College, with further plans to build a dormitory.\footnote{Seth Low, “Annual Presidential Report,” 1901, 5 in Columbia University Trustees, “Minutes of the Board of Trustees, 1755-,” October 7, 1901. RBML.} Therefore, in keeping with German advocacy for specialized studies, the University Council continued to describe Teachers College as a “professional school,” but one now with closer ties to the university.\footnote{“Teachers College to Become a Part of the University,” Columbia Daily Spectator, January 19, 1898.}

As Columbia adjusted its admissions protocol in accordance with such curriculum reforms, Low fit historians’ characterizations of corporate liberals as figures who learned to “reconcile old traditions with new conditions.”\footnote{Richard R. John and Kim Phillips-Fein, eds., Capital Gains: Business and Politics in Twentieth-Century America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2017), 182.} These revisions deemphasized Classics to make way for practical skills. However, Low remained firm that Columbia men study Latin for a minimum of three years for five hours weekly to receive a diploma, regardless of prior training...
in the language.\textsuperscript{328} The faculty echoed his support for this development. At the opening of 
Columbia’s Morningside Heights campus in 1896, zoology Professor Henry Osborn described 
the university as both “rising, like Minerva,” and offering “specialization and energy.”\textsuperscript{329} Low 
further revolutionized Columbia’s traditional Classics-based cannon for the 1901 
commencement ceremony.\textsuperscript{330} Whereas degrees had been conferred in Latin during all prior 
graduations, that year saw the ceremony conducted in English.\textsuperscript{331} Low explained that he 
supported this change as a means to increase the audience’s engagement in the ceremony’s 
proceedings.\textsuperscript{332} By the middle of his term, Low acknowledged a new trend in the Admissions 
Office’s recruits, which he credited in part to the increasing interest in the School of Political 
Science: students’ hometowns now pushed beyond New York City and Brooklyn.\textsuperscript{333} For 
example, students from states west of the Mississippi and east of the Rockies rose from twenty- 
nine in 1892 to sixty in 1895.\textsuperscript{334} Columbia under Seth Low had claimed New York as the 
epicenter for education in the social science skills that unveiled a corporate liberal ideology. 

The advancement of the library to befit a research university captured the ambitions of 
Low’s presidency. Columbia librarian George Baker encouraged Low to understand the library 
as a key technology for introducing students to the Germanic model of higher education. Baker 
recommended a two-pronged strategy for this goal. First, he proposed that the collection consist 
of texts that facilitated the study of German history and civilization.\textsuperscript{335} In the year before 
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Columbia relocated to Morningside Heights, 18,432 new books arrived in its library, resulting in a collection that “embraces all German research in these fields during the last thirty or forty years.” Baker also advised that Columbia strive to match German universities in establishing robust facilities for reading and studying. Joining Low in his goals to blur boundaries between the college and the city, Baker wrote Low with ideas for advertising and opening Columbia’s library to the public. Library usage, measured by loan counts, increased consistently throughout Low’s administration.

“A strong hold upon the population to which it turns for support” Low integrated the Columbia curriculum into the city by establishing—and frequently updating—a program of public lectures held each winter. Lectures at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Cooper Union, and the American Museum of Natural History featured titles including “History of Chemistry,” “The Vegetable World in Its Economic Aspects,” and “Bacteria and Their Relation to Health and Disease.” Americans’ interest in Berlin University’s art galleries suggested that Low looked to the German tendency to unite respect for cultural artifacts with an educational institution when curating these programs. Advertisements for Columbia’s public lectures credited Low with their formation and emphasized that admission was free of charge. These promotions further emphasized that Columbia professors structured their lectures to appeal to both field experts and laymen.
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This initiative embodied Low’s interest in cross-fertilization between the college and the city as a means by which to include those whose fathers did not lay claim to corporate New York. According to Low, the lecture series “makes the people of the City of New York appreciate that the university is of consequence to them as well as to the comparatively few who are enrolled among the ranks of students.” While Columbia did not receive a financial boost from these free public lectures, it reaped access to these museums’ collections in return for its work. This arrangement thereby advanced Low’s mission to diversify opportunities for Columbia to practice German research methods.

Low’s Columbia also reshaped public service through its contribution to the University Settlement of New York City. In 1891, Low assumed the presidency of this society that united elected undergraduates, neighborhood residents, and college graduates in its pledge to found housing settlements in a setting packed with privilege. Columbia historian Robert McCaughey highlights Low’s contributions to settlement housing in Morningside Heights during his Columbia presidency as an important means by which Low became “the personification of civic engagement” for the university community.

“A great day for Columbia University, and a great day for New York as well” In 1891, Low and the trustees renamed “Columbia College in the City of New York” as “Columbia University in the City of New York.” Low likened the nomenclature of “university” to a mountain, using this metaphor to define a university as “the greatest thing of the
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kind to be found in the neighborhood.”\textsuperscript{351} Evoking German ideology, Low opened the article on Columbia that he was commissioned to write for \textit{Encyclopedia Britannica} by distinguishing it as a university: an institution that prepared its students to specialize and to research, goals that ran counter to those of Sproat’s “best men” who avoided involvement in the intricacies of specialized politics.\textsuperscript{352}

The “university” name increased urgency to finalize suggestions to relocate Columbia’s campus that percolated before Low’s presidency. Low fought the trustees’ proposal to transfer Columbia’s campus to Westchester. Although the board’s clerk John Pine located grounds in Morningside Heights, the $2 million price tag and estimated $4 million required construction slowed approval from the bench—until Low’s presidency. Low approached the governors of New York Hospital and brokered a deal in which Columbia would buy the hospital’s land.\textsuperscript{353} Approximately six-hundred construction workers transformed the Bloomingdale Insane Asylum’s former site into a university complex, spanning 116th through 120th Streets. \textsuperscript{354}

The business strategy and support that Low secured between his Columbia graduation and his administrative positions proved critical to the construction of this research university campus.\textsuperscript{355} Low had fundraised for Columbia’s Alumni Association throughout the 1870s. These skills of soliciting donations from the prosperous sons of Columbia directly applied to his presidency.\textsuperscript{356} Low’s fundraising campaign for the new campus exceeded the results of any in
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\textsuperscript{354} Such a strategy may appear to perpetuate Columbia’s earlier reputation as a resort for New York’s ritziest young men. However, Kurland notes that the labor called upon to mobilize this campus employed New Yorkers who suffered from the economic depression of the 1890s. Kurland, \textit{Seth Low}, 60.
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Columbia’s history and secured the Morningside Heights site.\textsuperscript{357} This campaign received $100,000 gifts from Cornelius Vanderbilt and J.P. Morgan and a $200,000 donation from Dan Fayerweather.\textsuperscript{358} This wave of contributions resulted in a building-naming boom, prompted by William Schermerhorn’s $45,000 bequest for a science building and followed by gifts from Samuel Avery, the Havemeyer family, William Dodge, and Adolph Lewisohn.\textsuperscript{359}

Some historians, including David Rosner, view this negotiation as furthering an elite agenda to control the real estate development of the Upper West Side.\textsuperscript{360} In fact, Cornelius Vanderbilt, who strategized his use of his family fortune as Low became a trustee, sat on Columbia’s Committee on Buildings through 1897.\textsuperscript{361} While acknowledging Rosner’s argument, this thesis places its emphasis on Low’s networking with the boards of New York Hospital and Columbia as a pragmatic means to the end of founding an inclusive institution.

The Low family aided in financing this initiative. Abiel Abbot Low, did not anticipate Columbia alumni’s apathy for donating to Alma Mater.\textsuperscript{362} He offered to match $5,000 for every pledge of $100,00 that his son secured from fellow trustees or New Yorkers to finalize the transaction with the New York Hospital for the transfer of the Morningside Heights plot to Columbia University.\textsuperscript{363} However, A.A. Low put pressure on his son by setting a deadline of June 1 for the solidification of this arrangement.\textsuperscript{364}
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This familial financial support peaked after A.A. Low’s death. Memorializing his recently deceased father by citing his conviction that “commerce is the handmaid of civilization,” Low addressed the trustees in 1895. Confirming his father’s status as “a merchant who taught his son to value the things for which Columbia College stands,” Low proposed a personal contribution of $1,000,000 from his inheritance to erect a University Library on the new campus. As emphasized by the press, Low even merged study and governance at Columbia by ultimately housing the reference library and administrative offices in the same building, today’s “Low Library.” Low’s commitment to Columbia’s libraries persisted, announcing funding received from mysterious “friends” who helped realize his goal to open specialization-based reading rooms during his administration.

Low approached his consequent architectural project on the “Acropolis of New York” as an opportunity to visually assert business efficiency. The trustees hotly debated which architect to select for their new headquarters, ultimately choosing Charles McKim of McKim, Mead & White for his Beaux-Arts proposal. The plan derived from a model exhibited at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago and the “Nénot design” for the Sorbonne in Paris. Just as Low promoted public lectures that reminded New Yorkers of their stakes in the university—and university affiliates of their stake in the city—he encouraged the board to approve a public exhibition of McKim’s plans for the Morningside Heights campus buildings.
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He forged connections between city and university by welcoming McKim to borrow architectural design from the Pantheon and Baths of Caracalla, focal points of the ancient city of Rome.  

The library’s Greek-cross shape with angled corners topped with a dome and drum utilized the space and demonstrated Columbia’s respect for the Classical tradition.  

Discouraging plans for a fence, Low vigorously supported McKim’s creation of a plaza, a built invitation for the intermingling of diverse city residents and college students.  

However, one should not confuse these aesthetics with affectation. In fact, Low corresponded with McKim directly and frequently to strategize alternatives to marble should Columbia’s funds dry up.  

The geographical and architectural decisions that directed this project reaffirmed Low’s interest in placing Columbia and New York City in conversation. Schermerhorn Hall and the physics building were constructed on the land that witnessed the 1776 Battle of Harlem. The contest claimed thirty American lives and ninety British troops as New York asserted that its people would hustle to hasten the arrival of American liberty. Therefore, Low allowed the university to, quite literally, occupy a site on which, in his own words, “the soil drank the blood of patriots.” This self-awareness of the stakes of such topography to New York’s reputation signals Low’s goal to include Columbia in the city’s contributions to American history.  

Leaders in education and government congregated for the dedication of Columbia’s Morningside site, an occasion replete with mortarboards and music bands. New York’s  
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governor, speaker of the assembly, and mayor heard Lafayette Post of the Grand Army Republic present the national colors. Low interpreted this moment as confirmation that “the men of Columbia pledged themselves, both as scholars and as men to “love, cherish and defend” the flag and to engage in service. Columbia’s relocation thereby responded to Low’s missions to both draw students and encourage public service. The student body during the 1891-1892 academic year numbered 1,573. By the 1899-1900 academic year, Columbia boasted a student body of 2,452. The School of Political Science secured 252 more students in the year following the campus’s relocation uptown.

Regarding student demographics, Barnard College’s 1889 establishment offered a solution for the coeducation questions that materialized since Low’s early trustee days. As president, Low spoke up in support of women’s studies and involvement in social science movements. Barnard’s founder Annie Nathan Meyer, characterized Low as “one of the most just men I have ever known and one whose services to Barnard simply cannot be overestimated.” The 1900 incorporation of Barnard College “in the educational system of the University” placed Columbia’s president as a trustee and “ex-officio President of Barnard College;” however,
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administrative duties remained with a Barnard Dean appointed by Columbia’s president.\textsuperscript{386} Low also corresponded with Progressive reformer Josephine Lowell throughout his presidency.\textsuperscript{387} 

\textbf{“The little one has become a strong people”}\textsuperscript{388}

So spoke Seth Low as he looked upon his research university. This self-evaluation supports the argument that Low’s governance of this university proved a pivotal step in his own configuration as a corporate liberal. To borrow Weinstein’s vocabulary, these eleven years positioned Low to master corporate liberalism’s “extra-political negotiation between various social groupings;” he revised Columbia’s responsibilities by shaping a new campus that housed political science laboratories, distributed aid, and heard the voices of female and Jewish New York.\textsuperscript{389} Such a grasp of the tensions between constituents and a historically corporate elite administration materialized in Low’s 1901 resignation letter from the Columbia presidency. Seth Low reasoned:

Columbia University cannot teach men to be patriotic if it will make no sacrifices in the public interest…Not even Columbia’s President can expect to be exempt from the obligation to illustrate good citizenship, as well as to teach it.”\textsuperscript{390}

This understanding of the union of teaching and governing steered this president to Brooklyn’s “sister city.” \textsuperscript{391}
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Chapter V: “Let us consider now what the college means to the city:”
Seth Low as New York City Mayor (1902-1903)

“The Real World Is Not to Be Found in Books”
Before Low filed that resignation letter, he extended his participation in public service beyond the Columbia classroom and into the City of New York. In 1896, the Governor of New York asked Low to serve on the Greater New York Charter Commission, which drew up the provisions for borough consolidation and established ten council districts per borough. Labor organizations across the city also increasingly drafted Columbia’s president as their umpire. Their requests that he assist in mediating arguments between employees and employers suggested recognition of a reformer, one whose project propelled corporate liberalism.

New York City prickled with political corruption as Low contemplated how to negotiate this duel between “bosses” and “reformers.” Historian David Hammack proposes that the interval between 1886 and 1903 constituted a “Transition Period” from a “merchant-dominated polity.” By 1898, the city’s total expenditures were two-thirds as great as those for the entire United States. As noted by Low at a gathering of mayors in Chicago, the early 1900s were “days in which everybody tends toward the city” due to the availability of employment and entertainment.

During his two campaigns and two-year mayoralty, Low borrowed his Columbia science of administration to govern Greater New York. In 1893, eight years before his New York City mayoral election, Low asserted that a university “must have a strong hold upon the population to
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which it turns for support.”

Likewise, Low helped organize municipal administration by taking budgeting and governing responsibilities out of the hands of elite representatives and into those of experts, often from Columbia. For example, in 1901, Mayor-Elect Low appointed George L. Rives, a Columbia College and Columbia Law School alumnus as the city’s Law Officer. Low consequently received praise such as “never was there a more democratic official.” It was in this administration that Low consolidated his message that corporate liberalism nurtured democracy for New York City.

“A Vote Getter”

As early as 1894, New York politicos whispered about Low’s competitiveness for a mayoral ticket. Although he did not receive a slot on the ballot, he received increasing requests for interviews. Through this publicity, Low advocated that New York entrust Mayor-Elect William Strong to instigate “a clean sweep” of city department members, a viewpoint that evoked his own implementation of such practices both in Brooklyn and at Columbia.

Correspondence with his Columbia successor, President Nicholas Murray Butler, revealed that summer 1897 found Low eyeing a mayoral bid. The Citizens’ Union, “a third party intended to be active only in municipal affairs,” selected Low as its candidate, pitting him against fellow Columbia alumnus Robert Van Wyck of Tammany Hall, Benjamin F. Tracey of the Republicans, and Henry George of the Jeffersonian Democracy. Anxiety flared at Columbia; Low’s celebrity swelled since he moved Columbia to Morningside Heights, and a
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mayoral win that would cost the university its president seemed conceivable. Burgess attempted
to intercept what he deemed an impending “calamity upon the University” by urging Low to take
a leave of absence, rather than resign, during his campaign.\footnote{John W. Burgess to Seth Low, September 7, 1897. Ms Coll Low. Seth Low Papers, 1870-1930. RBML.}
The priorities of Low’s Columbia presidency characterized his platform; reminiscent of the increasingly international ideological footing of Low’s university administration, his campaign speeches “talked of the London County Council’s city-built housing for the working class,” and “sewage farms as in Berlin.”\footnote{Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings, 138.}

Not even death could extinguish the competitiveness of this mayoral campaign, dubbed
“the greatest civic battle of the century.”\footnote{“Henry George Dies on The Eve of Battle,” San Francisco Chronicle, October 30, 1897.} Although the Citizens’ Union anticipated that Democrats would throw their support to Low after the death of Henry George four days before Election Day, Van Wyck earned their votes and victory. Despite this defeat, Low maintained his commitment to public service, joining a delegation to a Peace Conference at The Hague in 1899 and increasing his philanthropic support of Columbia with a $75,000 donation for library upgrades.\footnote{“Peace Congress Members: Men Who Will Represent the United States at The Hague,” New-York Tribune, April 7, 1899, 7. “Dean Van Amringe, Acting President,” Columbia Daily Spectator, May 2, 1899.} When the Citizens’ Union again tapped Low to be its candidate in 1901, he requested proof of a “popular call.” The party returned with a petition featuring approximately 130,000 signatures of New Yorkers “of every political party and of every rank of life” in support of his prospective candidacy.\footnote{Fredman, “Seth Low: Theorist of Municipal Reform,” 32. Moisei Ostrogorski. Frederick Clarke, trans. Democracy and the Organization of Political Parties (New York: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1902), 469.} Russian jurist and graduate of the École Libre des Sciences Politiques, Moisei Ostrogorsky announced in 1902 that “this popular investiture which ignored
party distinctions, was a veritable revolution in American political methods;” international leaders listened for the nomination of Seth Low, a champion of employees and educators.410

Although Columbia supported the possibility of Low’s straddling the duties of the presidency and the campaign in 1897, Low was requested to file his resignation letter before Election Day in 1901.411 Despite the trustees’ reluctance to permit the president to take the stump, many Columbians supported Low’s campaign. For example, Mary Kingsbury Simkhovitch, one of the first women to attend the School of Political Science, canvassed for Low.412 During the 1897 campaign, Columbia students created “The Seth Low Political Club,” that encouraged voter registration and distributed Low’s campaign buttons.413 In 1901, however, Low discouraged students from participating in his campaign.414 This rejection of a political club at Columbia reaffirms Low’s intention to push back on expectations that he would conform with the “best men” of the nineteenth century’s reliance on “good government clubs.” Some supporters from Morningside Heights harbored alternate motives, as Butler championed Low’s 1901 campaign, which smacked of his own desire to become Columbia’s president.415

However, Low refused to join the 1901 race without Republican backing. So, the Citizens’ Union agreed to negotiate a “fusion ticket.”416 A “fusion” amounted to a deal in which reformers and Republicans both logged Seth Low as their candidate on the ballot.417 This campaign strategy evoked Low’s consistent crusade for non-partisanship throughout his
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administrative positions. After a five-hour debate, the Committee of Eighteen approved this fusion ticket with a 67 to 2 vote.418 Low welcomed all religious groups in his campaign, actively seeking the Eastern European Jewish vote, evoking his engagement of Jewish Theological Seminary students during his Columbia presidency.419 Remaining consistent with this non-partisan preference, Low did not frequently criticize Tammany Hall. Instead, he urged supporters on the campaign trail, “this fight is your fight.”420

With 296,813 votes, Low clinched the lead over his opponent, Edward Shepard, who claimed 265,177 votes.421 Along with Low’s win, this Election Day replaced eighteen of the thirty-five district leaders who aligned with Tammany Hall.422 Upon his election, Low announced that he would withdraw his ownership of investments that had bearing on city government. This decision cost him “over a million and a half dollars’ worth of securities in various financial and other institutions.”423

“Conducting the Public Business”424

As in his prior positions, Mayor Low quickly assembled a cabinet and thereby “put the city upon a business— an honest business—basis.”425 Evoking his 1883 approval of Brooklyn’s civil service reform bill, he argued that “merit should be the sole test for his appointees” to the seven hundred and thirty-one offices that he would fill as mayor.426 Akin to his previous
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administrative agenda, Low required that this cabinet meet with him weekly.\textsuperscript{427} Low assembled a bipartisan cabinet. He allocated posts to fifteen Republicans, eleven Democrats (three of whom voted for his opponent on Election Day), and five Citizens’ Union members. Low’s appointments later in his administration also attracted attention. The Supervisor of Racing Accounts wrote Low to express his gratitude for his selection of George Archer as Mayor’s Office Clerk. He praised that this appointment served as “evidence that the Chief Executive of this City desires to see his Colored fellow-citizens receive proper recognition in appointments to offices of honor and emolument.”\textsuperscript{428}

Low’s management of the municipal budget communicated his concern for supporting New Yorkers absent from the boardrooms of patrician schools and hospitals. “Economy to be the New Administration’s Watchword,” announced the \textit{New York Times}.\textsuperscript{429} As early as his second day in office, Low consulted with Controller Grout, his partner in constructing financial policy for the administration that aimed to slash the government costs that had climbed to over $100,000,000 during Van Wyck’s administration.\textsuperscript{430} The new city charter allowed the mayor to adjust the budget.\textsuperscript{431} In 1902, a $98,619,000 budget came into Low’s hands.\textsuperscript{432} This figure may raise questions, as it represented a $645,059 increase from Mayor Van Wyck’s final budget.\textsuperscript{433} However, the apportionment of this budget evidenced Low’s enduring concern for those New Yorkers who did not align with the business elite. Low funneled funds out of Manhattan and into the boroughs, enabling the implementation of fire
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alarms, street cleaning, and charitable food distribution.\footnote{Ibid.} This funding also targeted the pockets of the College of the City of New York, the Queens Borough, and public charities.\footnote{Ibid.}

Taxes trended similarly, resulting in a rate of 2.27384 that marked a 0.04349 decrease.\footnote{“Tax Rate for 1902,” \textit{New York Times}, July 8, 1902, 14.}

Central to this budget and Low’s mayoralty was public education. During his Columbia presidency, Low donated his salary to the New York Kindergarten Association that financed kindergarten classes for poor children.\footnote{Citizens’ Union, “Seth Low for mayor: his life and public record,” 1897.} Likewise, as chief administrator of New York City, Low changed a school system that could not accommodate approximately 88,000 students on a full-time basis.\footnote{“Low Talks of Schools,” \textit{New York Times}, October 25, 1903, 3.} By 1903, Low announced that this rate had been increased to three-quarter time.\footnote{Ibid.} Furthermore, these students on three-quarter time schooling received instruction from teachers designated exclusively for this group. This avoided the prior problem of assigning teaching staff both morning and afternoon classes, a workload that did not allow them to teach lessons of equal vigor to both sets of students.\footnote{Ibid.} This core issue of Low’s administration can be characterized as his reaction—one that this thesis understands as corporate liberal—to the “successful, conservative businessmen” who “preferred to make changes in a cautious manner” from their perch on the New York Board of Education in the 1880s.\footnote{Diane Ravitch, \textit{The Great School Wars: A History of New York City Public Schools} (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1988), 113.}

The Germanic model of education also resonated in Low’s education reforms as mayor. Low’s Board of Education added German to public schools’ language curriculum.\footnote{“Low Talks of Schools,” \textit{New York Times}, October 25, 1903, 3.} This measure proved popular, and New York parents opposed when schools restricted access to the

\footnote{Ibid.}
language classes due to instructor availability.\textsuperscript{443} On a practical level, this curriculum reform linked city public schools to Columbia University. William Maxwell, City Superintendent of Schools, consulted with Professor William Carpenter from Columbia University’s Department of Germanic Languages about this language instruction.\textsuperscript{444} The Emperor of Germany visited Low in New York City in 1902.\textsuperscript{445}

Low supported public schools’ faculty and staff throughout his mayoralty, reminiscent of his respect for the Columbia professoriate. For example, he established pensions for the faculty of City College. Low explicitly credited his mission to institute sabbaticals during his Columbia administration as inspiration for this project.\textsuperscript{446} In 1903, Low resumed his fight for faculty rights by holding a public hearing to discuss a bill to improve retirement funds for teachers and supervisors.\textsuperscript{447} Similarly, Low drew up acts that pledged to enhance compensation for city employees.\textsuperscript{448}

These modifications to New York schools provided the framework within which Low could further instill principles of public service through education. Low wrote to the Board of Education in 1903 to organize events in public schools to mark the 250\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of the Grant of Municipal Governance in the City of New Amsterdam.\textsuperscript{449} The plans, posed Low, “shall be
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calculated to bring home to the children, a sense of the long history of the City, and to awaken in them a desire to prove themselves worthy citizens of New York.\textsuperscript{450} Likely taking his cues from the lecture series that he formed as Columbia’s president, Low spearheaded a week-long public lecture series on New York City’s history to mark this milestone for municipal governance.\textsuperscript{451} It was through such initiatives that Low demonstrated, by example, the art of bridging the study and practice of public service.

Low favored libraries as mayor just as he did as Columbia’s president. Leaders across New York capitalized on Low’s interest in their field. In 1902, the Brooklyn Public Library’s Frank Hill wrote Columbia’s librarian about a bill to consolidate Brooklyn’s library.\textsuperscript{452} The legislature had voted in the affirmative, and the outcome rested in Low’s forthcoming decision. Hill implored, “may I ask you to do what you can for us with His Honor both personally and through others who may have influence with him?”\textsuperscript{453} Persistent, Hill strategized his correspondence to Low himself to emphasize the links between New York’s libraries and the university library that he championed. Hill underscored that his call for consolidation hinged upon the importance of the “management” of a library.\textsuperscript{454} This language evoked Low’s own interest in applying business techniques to a university’s development.

Reminiscent of his Brooklyn Bridge project, Low also remodeled transit as mayor, demonstrating the democratic potential of a corporate liberal project. However, before Low could gain supporters through his dealings with rapid transit, he made enemies. In 1902, he

\textsuperscript{450} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{451} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{452} Columbia’s librarian in 1902 was Dr. James Canfield.
\textsuperscript{453} Frank P. Hill to Dr. James A. Canfield, March 27, 1902. Office of the Mayor, Low, Seth Administration. Subject Files 1902-1903. Box 1, Folder 11: Morgan Library Bill - Brooklyn Library Incorporation 1902. Master Negative #8372 Roll: 1, Film Unit #MCD-2 15407. New York City Municipal Archives, New York, NY.
\textsuperscript{454} Frank P. Hill to Seth Low, April 1, 1902. Office of the Mayor, Low, Seth Administration. Subject Files 1902-1903. Box 1, Folder 11: Morgan Library Bill - Brooklyn Library Incorporation 1902. Master Negative #8372 Roll: 1, Film Unit #MCD-2 15407. New York City Municipal Archives, New York, NY.
approved a Pennsylvania Railroad plan that did not promise an eight-hour workday. Low later apologized for the decision and mobilized action for more equitable modes of public transportation. For example, in 1903, he pursued a unified subway system, stipulating a uniform fare to democratize the city’s public transportation. This commitment to creating affordable modes of passage through Greater New York remained central to Low’s work even after his mayoral term. In 1913, Low wrote to Governor William Sulzer to advise against the discontinuation of the Dual Subway Plan.

“The Lid is off! The Lid is off!”

In November 1903, paper boys scooted through the streets of Manhattan, shouting, “The lid is off! The lid is off!” Over 61,000 votes had unseated Low from the mayoralty. Tammany Hall had reclaimed its hold on New York. Newspapers across the nation and the globe ran headlines about this startling defeat for Seth Low on the fusion ticket.

One may attribute this loss to moments when Low slipped from the administrative science that secured his prior offices, maintained constituents’ favor, and aligned with corporate liberalism. Although connections to his Columbia administration fortified his work, Low did not attend a Columbia board meeting while serving as New York’s mayor; this decision contrasted his efforts to write in opinions to meetings during his Brooklyn mayoralty.

A New York Times Letter to the Editor proposed numerous causes for Low’s defeat, two of which directly referenced tenets of his administrative agenda. For example, the twentieth century author noted that Low’s program of weekend street cleaning—which frequently

455 Coviello, “Seth Low as Mayor of New York City,” 24.
457 Low, Seth Low, 71.
458 Ibid.
460 “Mr. Low to the City,” New York Times, October 12, 1903, 6.
employed Italian immigrants—precluded this population from joining the community at Sunday morning church service.\textsuperscript{462} This suggestion conjured Low’s elimination of mandatory chapel at Columbia. Additionally, the author noted, “Mayor Low is too busy to be seen.”\textsuperscript{463} The very work ethic that had directed Low to academic, business, and administrative success had snared him. Hammack points to Low’s abandonment of his non-partisan leanings, noting that, within a year of his fusion ticket election, Low campaigned for the re-election of New York’s Republican Governor Benjamin Odell.\textsuperscript{464} Just as Low engaged the Jewish population through his Columbia administration, his 1901 mayoral campaign circulated a newspaper written in Yiddish.\textsuperscript{465} His support of Sunday laws, however, interfered with the profits of shopkeepers who observed the Sabbath; they cried out, “they have spoiled the business for us!” and kept their votes from Seth Low in 1903.\textsuperscript{466}

Given Low’s reputation as a public servant, it is notable that newspapers described his opponent, George B. McClellan, as a “son of a Civil War general,” an epithet grounded in public service.\textsuperscript{467} Low’s model had not been extinguished. According to insiders, Low signed off on his note of congratulations and offer of counsel to Mayor-Elect McClellan that same evening. With this final assurance of “service” to an incoming New York administrator, Seth Low left the press room and municipal government with the words:

“I think that sums up all I desire to say tonight.”\textsuperscript{468}

\textsuperscript{463} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{464} Hammack, \textit{Power and Society}, 156.
\textsuperscript{466} Ibid., 125.
\textsuperscript{467} “Low Routed: McClellan Defeats Him for Mayor by Over 61,000,” \textit{The Washington Post}, November 4, 1903, 1.
Seth Low had pointed the way to twentieth century governance since his teen years—and, in 1908, he confirmed it.

“No one enters the Civic Federation without an invitation from the executive council,” reported the press. Seth Low received such a welcome, succeeding August Belmont to head the National Civic Federation (NCF) in 1908. Founded by Ralph Montgomery Easly—a former educator himself—in 1900, this organization believed, in Low’s words, that “the interests of capital and of labor are, for the most part, if not always, reconcilable.” Recognizing that organized and outspoken labor was in New York to stay, the NCF engaged business leaders with labor and “an undefined public.” Historians have characterized the organization, and its initiatives under Low’s administration, as a movement “born out of the trade [union] agreements movement and the philosophy of corporate liberalism.”

The expertise with which Low engineered negotiations for the National Civic Federation emerged from the science of administration that he solidified as a Columbia trustee, Brooklyn

---

472 “Founder of the National Civic Federation,” *Hampton’s Magazine*, May 1, 1909, 706.
473 Low’s participation in the NCF predated his presidency. His papers at the Columbia Rare Book and Manuscript Library contain correspondence sent from R. M. Easly and Adolphus Bartlett in Chicago in April 1901, informing the then-New York City Mayor Seth Low of a meeting of the Joint Committee on Conciliation and Arbitration in May; “for many reasons, this will be a most important meeting, and it is hoped that you can arrange to be present,” they urged. Adolphus Clay Bartlett and R. M. Easly to Seth Low, April 18, 1901. Ms Coll Low. Seth Lown Papers, 1870-1930. RBML.
mayor, Columbia president, and New York City mayor. Low’s revisions to NCF processes intrigue historians, including Christopher Cyphers who writes that “Seth Low’s leadership introduced a decidedly different approach to policy reform than that of presidents Hanna or Belmont.”

Just as Low organized committees for a research university and cities that could educate new generations of young men in public service, he “appointed a subcommittee of seven to investigate and draft” a law on public utilities. The proposal of a bill to amend the Sherman Anti-Trust Act so that it could no longer be used against trade unions during strikes constituted a centerpiece of Low’s NCF career. Extending his mediation between employers and employees from the municipality and the university to the federal government, Low argued that “a trade agreement that does not issue in interstate trade lies altogether outside the scope of the law.” Low explained, “it is important to recognize without limitation the right of labor to strike, to organize, and to make trade agreements.”

Steeped in the social science ideology of governance shaped across his career, Low served alongside Columbia social scientist E.R.A. Seligman, who directed the NCF’s Taxation Department. Characterizations of Low’s participation in the NCF specify that the organization aimed “to educate the business community to an awareness and acceptance of its

---
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responsibilities.” In 1916, Low’s presidency ultimately transferred to another Columbia student and trustee, Valentine Everit Macy.

This final engagement of a long career reaffirms Low’s momentum toward the model of corporate liberalism that had developed since 1881, when he first embraced the social sciences as a mode of reform through which to assuage class conflict. An evaluation of Low’s success in cementing his administrative strategy across multiple institutions warrants only one benchmark: the goals articulated by this “untiring servant of the highest public interest governance” himself. In 1888, Low composed “An American View of Municipal Government in the United States,” as a chapter in British jurist James Bryce’s The American Commonwealth; the chapter offers an opportunity to appraise Low’s experience against his ideal of governance.

Low’s comments on “the art of government” map onto his own agenda, announcing that he achieved his administrative ambitions. The “urban population has been called upon, without any qualifying experience,” he wrote, “to solve the difficult problems of city government.” So too did inexperience characterize Low himself, when he shouldered the Brooklyn mayoralty and joined the Columbia University board with a background in ancient oratory and his father’s business firm. Low also met the task, noted in his chapter, to “transfer himself, if he can, to a point of view precisely the opposite of that which is natural to him” as he both approached these early administrations and paired learning at Columbia with German
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He responded to his conviction that “probably Berlin alone, among the great cities of Europe, is as well lighted as New York,” by implementing the German ideology of social science in the university, city classrooms, and offices of civic governance.\textsuperscript{490} As he constructed cabinets in each administration, Low answered his chapter’s applause for “the town meeting, in which every citizen takes part,” as well as its call to “examine very carefully the whole system of accounting” to make administration efficient and the goals of social reform possible.\textsuperscript{491} By printing campaign pamphlets in foreign languages and attending affinity group meetings, Low addressed the growing immigrant population that the chapter identifies as crucial to the crescendo of class politics.\textsuperscript{492} Through his service on the Board of Trustees of the historically black Tuskegee Institute, moreover, Low sought to apply this “art of government” to Americans with muffled voices.\textsuperscript{493}

These consistent approaches across institutions articulate what strategic Seth Low did not say: New Yorkers at the turn of the twentieth century could not govern themselves. “Hearty cooperation” cried out for an advocate.\textsuperscript{494} When its advocate passed away in 1916, newspapers reported that St. George’s Church spilled onto the streets, as “financiers, public officials, and educators mingled with labor leaders.”\textsuperscript{495} In preparing a generation to participate in public service, Seth Low saw an opportunity to reposition the relationship between a corporate elite and

\textsuperscript{489} Ibid., 586-6.
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\textsuperscript{493} “Seth Low Praises Work: Ex-Mayor Pleased with His Visit to Tuskegee,” New-York Tribune, January 31, 1907.
\textsuperscript{494} This language selected by Seth Low was picked up by Weinstein when he discussed the corporate liberalism of the 1900s; Weinstein wrote, “this new liberalism of the Progressive Era put its emphasis on cooperation and social responsibility.” Seth Low, “Presidential Address,” 1912 in National Civic Federation. Proceedings: Annual Meeting, Volume 12 (New York: National Civic Federation, 1912), 24. Weinstein, The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal State, xi.
\textsuperscript{495} “Men of All Ranks at Seth Low’s Bier,” New York Times, September 21, 1916, 11.
an evolving population of New Yorkers and, thereby, to create a chance for democracy in twentieth century Gotham. Writing the value of “cooperation” into curricula, Low urged, “it adds dignity to the cause itself that you should be here and take part.”

To show up, to participate, to “be here and take part”—this was the lesson of Seth Low. This man’s career may remind us that all Americans do not receive the “dignity” that he celebrated as a product of such public service and participation at the polls. Female, African-American, Jewish, and immigrant—to name only a few—New Yorkers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries may have contested the historiography’s insistence on Low’s repute as “The Great Harmonizer.” Nonetheless, if his corporate liberal ideology did not provide all the tools necessary to meet an age of electronic ballots, email, or overseas consulting companies, Seth Low still speaks to New York of 2019. He advises a city that storms the sidewalks of Times Square and midtown towers:

Those who are students of the problems of city government in the United States are by no means discouraged. They find, indeed, in the interview under review, much more ground for encouragement than for loss of courage.

By offering his models of learning and legislation, Seth Low continues to call for connections through strikes and through study, especially when governance demands change and ballots offer “ground for encouragement.”
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Appendix

SETH LOW AS A STUDENT

**Figure One:** The Columbia campus known by Seth Low as an undergraduate.

**Figure Two:** The newspaper advertisement announcing that Seth Low and his brothers would lead A. A. Low & Brothers, the family business that educated Low in efficiency after his Columbia graduation. Its 1884 date suggests that Low continued a businessman’s work even during his Brooklyn mayoralty.

---


Figure Three: The Columbia campus in 1884, during Low’s early service on the Board of Trustees.

Course of Study in the Columbia School of Political Science, 1880-1887

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Hours per Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical and Political Geography, Ethnology and General Political and</td>
<td>Burgess</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutional History of England to 1688</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political and Constitutional History of England to 1688</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy: History of Politico-Economic Institutions</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy: History of Political Theories from Plato to Hegel</td>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliography of the Political Sciences</td>
<td>Rice (until 1883, then Baker)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

502 “Plan of Columbia College Buildings, 1884,” Buildings and Grounds Box 1, Folder 2, Series 1: Campus: 49th Street, 1800s-1980s. RBML.
503 Hoxie, A History of the Faculty of Political Science, 305-306.
## First Year, Second Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Hours per Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political and Constitutional History of the United States</td>
<td>Burgess</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political and Constitutional History of England since 1688</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy: Taxation and Finance</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy: History of Political Theories from Plato to Hegel</td>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliography of the Political Sciences</td>
<td>Rice and Baker</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Second Year, First Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Hours per Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History of Roman Law, to the present day</td>
<td>Munroe Smith</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Constitutional Law of the Principal European States and of the United States</td>
<td>Burgess</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Science, Methods and Results</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Second Year, Second Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Hours per Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Jurisprudence of the Principal European Systems of Civil Law</td>
<td>Munroe Smith</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Constitutional Law of the Several Commonwealths of the American Union</td>
<td>Burgess</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Science, Methods and Results</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Third Year, First Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Hours per Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History of Diplomacy</td>
<td>Burgess</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private International Law</td>
<td>Munroe Smith</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Hours per Week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Administrative Law of the Principal States of Europe and of the United States</td>
<td>Batman (died 1883, succeeded by Goodnow)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences: Communistic and Socialistic Theories</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Third Year, Second Term**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Hours per Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public International Law</td>
<td>Burgess</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private International Law</td>
<td>Munroe Smith</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Administrative Law of the Several Commonwealths of the American Union</td>
<td>Bateman (Goodnow after his death)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences: Communistic and Socialistic Theories</td>
<td>Mayo-Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Four: This map conveys Low’s Brooklyn administration’s interest in determining ratios of schoolchildren to population per district.

Figure Five: During Low’s mayoral administration, children in Brooklyn were required to pass a course in “Civil Government,” as shown on this sample exam.

Figure Six: Seth Low’s Brooklyn reelection campaign in 1883 recognized women as political actors.

Figure Seven: Despite women’s entrance into social science spheres, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle still called upon women as cooks and laundresses.

---
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Figure Eight: This area comparison demonstrates Low’s centrality to Columbia’s growth.

---

Figure Nine: The Columbia University campus born under Low’s leadership.

Figure Ten: Found at the New York City Municipal Archives, this correspondence captured the intersections of Low’s administrations as it discusses the Emperor of Germany’s visit to New York City.

---
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